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dear dosco,

and so, the Rose Bowl olympics 
continues. after four years under 
the brave stewardship of valentina 
Trivedi, the weighty baton of this 
esteemed paper has been flung 
in my direction! Thwack! Ouch! it 
falls to me now to build your time 
machine (as Sunil ‘Melly’ Gupta 
calls it). i’m setting the dials to days 
of change-in-breaks and chhota 
haazri; of dastardly pranks and 
amul-soaked bulls. only doscos 
can read about all this and sigh 
with nostalgia. aside from bulls and 
pranks, did anyone actually enjoy 
chhota haazri or changes when we 
were at School? 

The job of Rose Bowl editor is a 
well-documented grumble; cajoling, 
exhortation, ego-massaging and 
the occasional editing (‘Nay, nay, 
pure joy and wonderment old boy!’ 
Valentina says to me in a dream, 
as she dispatches her nth shot of 
coconut paani and vodka and crowd 
surfs away into the strobe lights in 
Goa). But this has to change my dear 
yaars! if we all want the Lab Pe Aati 

L E T T E r  f r o m 
T H E  I nc o m I n g 
E d ITo r

Hai lovefest to continue, please write 
to me. i’d love to print your thoughts, 
photos, escapades, poems and 
memories. if you don’t, sadly the 
publication becomes more hospi 
daal than brain-blowing Kwal Toff. 
our eponymous amphitheatre was 
built by the hands of doscos; this 
newsletter shouldn’t be any different. 
So come ride that train to the days 
of bulletproof chapattis, ‘smell-the-
ball’ escapades and busting bounds, 
by channelling those stories here. 
Subsequent generations, and those 
before should be able to read of our 
escapades. else, they are lost to the 
mists of time.

My e-mail id is 
therosebowleditor@gmail.com! 

we have some great stories in this 
issue. no less than two former 
editors of The Weekly came to 
my rescue: vasant nath on indie 
films and Rishabh Bhandari with 
nostalgia. rathin Mitra regales us 
with tales of the batch of 1989 
silver jubilee at Founder’s (i’d love to 
hear from batches ’54 and ’64 too) 

and Bawa Mohit Singh treats us to 
photographs from his cosmic lens. 
in our cover story this month (yes, 
we’re doing those now) Karam K 
Puri treks to Mount everest base 
camp and brings it to life with his 
lens and words. and i’m excited 
about Siddhraj Singh’s reportage 
from the classic car gathering at 
the feted Pebble Beach concours in 
california.

i’ve also decided to start bringing 
in some of our hot shots to share 
their industry insights too. This 
time, roopak Saluja gives us the 
low-down on digital marketing and 
branding in india. in a heartening 
story of friendship outside the gates 
of chandbagh, arun Kumar and 
Bill Sowry write about a worldwide 
effort to raise money for an old boy, 
Mohit whig, who was killed by an 
ied in Kashmir. and the esteemed 
Gautam vohra continues to keep us 
up-to-date on the unfair treatment 
and poor health of old boy Kobad 
Ghandy in Tihar jail.
it is with a heavy heart that we say 
goodbye to many brothers too. 
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amongst others from our tribe, one 
of india’s most respected journalists, 
BG verghese leaves for better 
climes. another, arjun Bakshi, who 
left us too soon, is still remembered 
fondly by his friends. 

now to bore you with something 
about me: i’m a third-generation 
dosco, and i grew up in dubai. i’ve 
spent most of my career writing 
about travel and food, and whenever 
absolutely necessary, wine. it has 
been torturous no doubt, but i’m 
bravely keeping the dosco flag 
flying high for all of you. i was editor 
of The Weekly in the days when 
doS commands and blue-screen 
word processors were all the rage. 
i lived in delhi editing The Robb 
Report India and have now moved to 
colombo where tropical heat, multi-
hued garden wildlife and kottu fill up 
my days. if this is my mid-life crisis, 
editing the Rose Bowl should be the 
tonic. Buckle up every one!

and now for a note on the new 
look. To put it mildly, i had gone 
more leftfield than this. We had to 
rein in our enthusiasm for white 
space and large photographs 
because we were running into 100 
pages or so. however, i felt that we 
clearly needed an overhaul on the 
traditional newsletter look to give 
things a bit more zip and light. But 
don’t be fooled – the content should 
still hit all the right notes. i owe huge 
thanks to ritvik Kar (689 K, 2015), 
presently studying for his finals 
at doon, who was game enough  
to bring this vision to fruition. at 
one point we worked for over five 
hours straight, Skypeing between 
dubai and colombo, modifying 
the mag, real-time. Kudos also to 
anushtup ‘Psycho’ chatterjee (131 
h, 2002) who arduously sub-edited 
and proofed all these pages too. 
valentina Trivedi remains a mentor 
whose advice, resources and 
sounding board wisdom have meant 

i’ve received critical feedback at all 
stages of this process. She retains 
a formal title on the masthead as 
editor emeritus despite making it 
clear that she is off the job and that 
this is now “my baby”.

i’m not much for house rivalry, but it 
is with interest that i note that there 
have been eight editors before me; 
peculiarly, two apiece from every 
house except oberoi (there’s time 
yet guys). My editorship now puts 
Tata squarely in the lead. Pull Tata 
pull!

i’m excited about taking this job 
on and i hope i do the dosco 
community justice with my efforts 
on this first issue. ‘Dosco’ could 
easily be declared a religion, and 
while i’m a chandbagh pilgrim like 
you all, i’d like to think we’re strong 
enough as a tribe to take brickbats 
and plaudits with equanimity. Send 
your thoughts, one and all. enjoy the 
issue. or don’t. it’s not compulsory 
my fraaaand!

May the juice be with you!

Govind dhar
(192 T, 1997)

Follow me on Twitter 
@rosebowleditor and Facebook
facebook.com/thedoonrosebowl

PS - flip your Rose Bowl over and 
open the cover for a full view of 
Khumbu glacier by Karam Puri.
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P r a I s E  f o r  T H E  o u Tgo I ng  E d ITo r
dear valentina,
i have just received the latest issue of the Rose Bowl 
and am sorry to learn that you are leaving. let me add 
my tribute to the legion of old boys (and girls) who 
have expressed their appreciation of your outstanding 
stewardship of the magazine.
regards,
ashok Gokhale (216 K, 1948)

dear valentina,
i am awfully sad to hear that you are leaving the 
editor’s desk. you inspired me to write about the little 
happenings that took place in chandbagh during the 
early 1940s - 1954. i started to write for the Rose 
Bowl after 50 years of silence - thanks to you. i will 
miss you.
Best wishes,
ila Shirodkar chatterji (282 h, 1954)

dear valentina,
congratulations on an absolutely wonderful farewell 
issue from you (i looked at it online) - your gentle, 
inspiring voice in print, and steady stewardship of the 
magazine will be sorely missed. For someone like 
me who is not that connected to School, you brought 
wonderful memories, pleasantly flooding back every 
time i opened an issue. i really began to look forward 
to every issue and most especially your columns in 
it. Thanks for bringing the community together in a 
most meaningful way.
all the best,
rahul roy  (926 J, 1982)

dear valentina,
have just seen the cover and briefly flipped through. 
very impressive and makes me proud. well done 
editor-in-chief Sahiba!!!
raman Kapoor (69-J, 1963)

dear valentina,
i greatly enjoyed the 75th dSoBS anniversary issue of 
the Rose Bowl. congratulations!
warm regards, 
Karan Thapar (238 J, 1971)

dear valentina,
Fantastic! you sure have signed off with a bang!
loved the image of the squirrels scampering outside 
your window. May you also find many new and exciting 
paths!
Fond regards and best wishes always,
Jagi Batra (131 T, 1956)

dear valentina,
Just received the Rose Bowl. Thank you for a 
wonderful write-up and photographs. Brought back 
sweet memories even though i did not make it to 
our class of 1954 anniversary! however i understand 
eight batchmates were present and had a wonderful 
time!
do hope you continue with the good work.
Pete Pratap Singh (162 h, 1954)

dear valentina,
The contents of the special issue of the Rose Bowl 
aside, please accept my compliments on the foreword 
you have written.  Most forewords are supposed to 
be just that - four inconsequential words that don’t 
do full justice to the content of the publication. your 
foreword however not only adds value to the issue but 
is amongst the best pieces of writing i have read in a 
while. My compliments. 
regards
lalit Mehra (110 J, 1959)
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o L d  B oys ’ nE w s
BG verghese (150 J, 1944) who sadly, passed away 
recently, was interviewed by the BBc world Service 
on his life and times at School. The programme may 
be found online at BBc.com and on the Facebook 
page of the dSoBS. 

dr lalit Pande (84 K, 1963) was conferred 
the distinguished alumni award by Shri r K 
Shevgaonkar, director iiT delhi, at the iiT delhi 
convocation on november 1st 2014. lalit was 
chosen by the da award committee of iiT delhi.

vimalendu verma (954 J, 1982) and Sandeep 
Sahai (825 K, 1981) have cemented a strategic 
partnership between their companies, Magic 
Software and Solmark, respectively, to further 
efforts in educational technology and cloud 
computing. well done!

Bahram n vakil (372 J, 1974) has been nominated 
to the Board of directors of the reserve Bank of 
india. congratulations!

To commemorate the 75th year of the doon 
School Old Boys’ Society, a benefit dinner was 
held at the Maurya hotel in new delhi on october 
14th 2014. Past presidents, the chairman and 
board of governors of the iPSS, School hM, and 
many doscos and friends attended. a prize-giving 
ceremony followed wherein trophies for dSoBS 
sporting events were handed out. all funds from the 
event have been channeled to the J&K relief effort 
following the disastrous floods last year.

d s o B s  n E w s
The 75th aGM of the dSoBS was held in the Multi-
Purpose hall, doon School on october 19th 2014 
at 10.30am. a total of 106 members attended. Mr 
ratanjit Pn Singh (340 h, 1985), vice President was by 
convention, made President. he took over from Moin a 
Qureshi (467 K, 1975) who resigned his post last year. 
Jaswinder Singh (344 J, 1986) was elected the new 
vice President of the dSoBS. Jai inder chopra (601 
T, 1995) was elected to the executive committee and 
replaced Prithvi Singh Gill (665 T, 1995) who completed 
his 4-year tenure.

in 2014, the batches of 1954 celebrated their 
diamond jubilee (60 years), the class of 1964 
celebrated their golden jubilee (50 years) and the 
class of 1989 celebrated their silver jubilee (25 
years).

The School celebrated Founder’s day on october 
18th 2014. Mr Kunal Behl, founder and ceo of 
snapdeal.com was the chief guest.

Former doon art teacher, rathin Mitra held an 
exhibition of his works in Kolkata at Galerie 88 from 
november 22nd – december 6th, 2014.

l to r: jaswinder sinGh (vp), ratanjit p n sinGh (pres), 
pushpinder chopra* (‘88-’90), darshan sinGh *   (  ‘78- ‘80); 
dhruv sawhney *  ( ‘ 90- ‘ 92); sunil kant munjal *  ( ‘ 94- ‘ 96); 
vijay kapoor *  ( ‘ 73- ‘ 75); peter mclauGhlin   ( hm); sumanjit 
chaudhry *  ( ‘ 96- ‘ 98);   lalit nirula *  ( ‘ 82- ‘ 84); Gautam thapar   
(chairman); harpal sinGh *  ( ‘ 92- ‘ 94)
 * past president of dsobs
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m a r r I agE s
Shubho Ghosh (472 o, 1993) got hitched to 
Sumedha verma on december 14th 2014 at a 
ceremony in new delhi. Several doscos were on 
hand to ensure he got a proper send off. congrats 
Shubho and Sumedha!

abhishek dewan (484 T, 2000) wedded devina 
Sawhney on december 3rd 2014 in a ceremony in 
new delhi. Felicitations from everyone at the rose 
Bowl!

Gaurav dhar (481 T, 2000) married anoushka anand 
at a magical ceremony in Pune on august 10th 
2014. hooray for the young newlyweds! Gaurav is 
based in dubai, working in smart card technologies 
and still holding forth on classic and vintage cars 
in the region. he can be contacted at gauravdhar@
gmail.com.

Jai Singh Talwar (341 h, 2004) married Sahej Mann 
in delhi on december 28th, 2014. we wish them, 
his dosco dad, amarjit Singh Talwar (141 h, 1966) 
and brothers Bharat (452 h, 1993) and arjun (667 h, 
1995) a huge congrats on the send off. 

anshuman Sarkar (384 o, 2005) tied the knot some 
time ago with Sweta Paul on the March 4th 2013 in 
Kolkata. a hugely belated congrats to you both!B I rT H s

deepanshu Bagchee (151 J, 1996) and his wife 
Silvana were blessed with a baby girl on July 10th 
2014. anita Bagchee was born in ridgewood, new 
Jersey.

Mrinal Madhav (273 o, 1998) and bibi nikita bravely 
welcomed vir Singh on July 22nd 2014. dua aur 
salaam!

asim Goel (242 JB, 1998) and his wife vintee have 
been blessed with twin boys, yuvan and vahin on 
november 22nd, 2014. a double congratulations to 
grandparents Praveen Goel (131 J, 1972) and anita 
Goel, and uncle, Parivesh Goel (526 J, 2001).

Bharat vansh Bahadur (460 J, 2000) and ragini 
welcomed a baby girl, noor on august 12th 2014 in 
Singapore. well done you two!

Gautam Sharma (169 K, 1997) and wife neha saw 
Kabir into the world on october 28th 2014. Many 
felicitations from all of us you two!

Mihir Kapoor (502-J, 2000) and Kanika Kapoor were 
visited by the stork and Tilak vir Kapoor on october 
15th 2014. Tilak has the distinction of being the 
grandson of Gopal raj Kapoor (102 J, 1970) and 
the great grandson of (late) Gen. T B nanda (173 T, 
1943). a hearty dosco badhai to all!

akhil Kochhar (461-h, 2000) and his wife vinti 
welcomed a baby boy on august 1st 2014. congrats 
to the couple!

shubho (fourth from left, standinG) Gets 
a dosco send-off.
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s P o rT
Deepinder Kullar (344 H, 1999) enjoyed a top ten finish both at the BILT Open Super Series Professional Golf 
Tournament held at the delhi Golf club from october 7th-10th 2014, as well as the asian Tour TaKe Solutions 
india Masters held at eagleton Golf village, Bangalore on november 14th. he notched up scores of -4 , -4 , +2 , -1 
and was placed sixth with a four-day total of seven under par in the first tourney, and a four day total of -10 under 
par in the second. our congratulations!

trianGular cricket
donny Singh very successfully organized the second Triangular 
cricket Tournament between the alumni of the doon School, Mayo 
college and The lawrence School, Sanawar over december 5th – 7th 
2014. The matches were played at The doon School. in the league 
matches first, Sanawar beat Mayo; then Doon beat Sanawar and 
finally Mayo beat Doon. On the basis of better nett run rate, Sanawar 
and Mayo played the final which was won by Mayo College.

The old Boys played against the School Xi on october 17th 2014 in 
the RL Holdsworth Cricket match. The School XI batted first, and in 
25 overs scored 137 runs. in reply the old Boys were bundled out for 
a less than 80 runs. 

The annual doon-Mayo Gibson 
Friendship Golf cup was played 
on november 1st 2014 at the iTc 
classic Golf resort in Gurgaon, 
haryana. in a close encounter 
doon School beat Mayo college 
12.5 - 11.5. The scores were level in 
the above-60 category. we lost by 
one point in the under-45 category 
and won by two points in the 45-60 
category.

results of the dsobs inter-house Golf tournament 2014
The dSoBS inter-house Golf was held on october 10th 2014 at 
Jaypee Greens Golf course, Greater noida, Uttar Pradesh. The 
following are the results:

BeST neTT Score winner  Paveet Kothar (202 h, 1990) 
   runner Up Santosh Kumar (173 Ka, 1990) 
 
BeST GroSS Score winner  vivek narain (564 K, 1994)  
   runner Up harsh Gupta (453 h, 1987) 

hoUSe cUP  Kashmir house 189 Points First
   hyderabad house 184 Points Second
   Jaipur house  176 Points Third
   Tata house  155 Points Fourth

winning Team – Santosh Kumar (173 
K, 1990); vivek narain (564 K, 1994); 
vishnudharee lall (183 K 1958), 
Jayatendra Singh (416 K, 1987); 
Kartik Bharat ram (94 K, 1989)  
   
a special felicitation was made to 
harsh Gupta (453 h, 1987) who 
played a brilliant round of 2 under 70 
last year at the dSoBS inter-house 
Golf cup.
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inter-house squash
pranav rastoGi (254 o, 2003)

There was an enthusiastic turn out 
for the 5th annual dSoBS Squash 
Tournament held on october 12th 
2014 at the delhi Gymkhana.
All five houses put up good teams 
and in a closely contested league 
stage, Kashmir and Tata houses 
made it to the finals.  
Kashmir house was represented by 
dhruv dhawan (95 K, 2002), Jatin 
Bery (233 K, 1991), himmat Singh 
(20 K, 1989), Pragyat Singh (588 K, 
1988), raghav Mallik (133 K, 1984).
Tata house was represented by 
rahul nayar (526 T, 1987), avneesh 
Sanghwan (104 T, 2002), Prithvi 
Singh Gill (665 T, 1995), Umed Singh 
Gill (111 T, 1997) and Shiv raj Palta 
(195 T, 1996). 
Kashmir emerged victorious after 
defeating Tata four games to one 
in the finals and was presented 
with the winner’s trophy and dhruv 
dhawan was awarded the trophy 
for Most valuable Player of the 
tournament. 
The run up to the annual dSoBS 
Squash tournament was very 
exciting, regular practices were 
held over the weekends during 
September and early october before 
the tournament at delhi Gymkhana. 
The three-set match between dhruv 
dhawan and rahul nayar in the 
finals was a delight to watch for all 
squash enthusiasts. The tantalizing 
lobs, deft drops, deception and 
some precision hitting were at their 
best. 
The overall results were as follows:  
1 – Kashmir; 2 – Tata; 3 – oberoi; 
4 – hyderabad; 5 – Jaipur.

a note on arjun bakshi
prithvi Gill (665 t, 1995)

The old Boys’ Squash Tournament 
in delhi was initiated when arjun 
Bakshi (145 K, 1996) and i proposed 
to the bring together doscos for 
a squash game at an executive 
committee meeting in 2010 during 
Kanwar vipin Malhotra’s tenure as 
the president of the society. The 
proposal was passed unanimously.

arjun was playing fantastic squash 
at the time at the club. arjun had 
been school squash captain in 
1995-96 and went on to play squash 
for Shri ram college of commerce 
(he might have even captained his 
college team). at the time there 
were already quite a few doscos 
playing regularly at the Gymkhana 
club, so we felt it would be good to 
bring everyone together for a dosco 
tournament. 

we were keen on bringing Udai Singh 
(166 T, 1990) in from Singapore (Udai 
being the best squash player school 
had produced in our generation) 
and to see how many doscos and 
non-doscos we could bring together 
for the tournament. i still have the 
handwritten notes that Bakshi took 
during our meetings.
The first tournament was a huge 
success. we had managed to bring 
together doscos from as far as 
Singapore and Mumbai. The level 
of squash was top notch and arjun 
had managed to distribute the 
players so well that the game went 
into the finals and was decided on 
the last point of the very last game 
played. There was only a three point 

difference between the winners 
- Jaipur house and the runners 
up Tata! it was like being back at 
school. doscos were bonding and 
reconnecting so we felt it was a 
great success!!

arjun and i carried on organising 
the event for about two more years 
before Pranav rastogi (254-o, 2003) 
and Shlok took over. 

in 2013, we lost Bakshi, two weeks 
before the squash tournament. For 
me, i lost one of my closest friends. 
Shivraj Palta (195 T, 1996) and i 
moved quickly to name a trophy 
after arjun. The dSoBS gave us 
the go-ahead and thereafter the 
tournament was renamed The 
dSoBS arjun Bakshi Memorial 
Squash Tournament. a year has 
gone by since we lost him and 
we have had two successful 
tournaments in his memory. Bakshi 
would have been proud. we miss 
you Bakshi. i know you would have 
looked forward to this tournament 
every year.
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B atc h  o f 
1 9 5 9  r e uni o n Ratnamahesh sahai 

145 J, 1953

There was a batch get-together of the 
class of 1959 at lalit nirula’s house on 
november 22nd 2014. i belong to the 
1953 batch but was present because 
my brother Umesh was in the 1959 
batch and he was in delhi with his wife 
Patti. There were quite a few wives, who 
like mine seem to have mellowed with 
age and think that the school had done 
a good job with their husbands. Tata 
house, when i was a member of the 
Board of Governors, had presented me 
with a track suit top with "True as Steel" 
embossed on the shoulder. loyalty to 

Jaipur house made me shelve it, but my 
wife wears it for her morning walk. how 
things have changed since she wrote a 
hate article in The Statesman on The 
doon School and dog boys. we were 
told that the ‘59 batch was returning 
from Goa that evening, where they had 
gone without their wives. The invitation 
was for drinks and snacks only, but in 
lalit’s vocabulary that turned out to be 
a feast. Many libations went down. i 
wonder what lalit served for breakfast 
since some of his batch mates stayed 
on.  “why did you go to Goa without your 

wives?” i asked, and prompt came the 
reply, “To sing assembly songs without 
interruption.” when will doon school 
boys become men? The wives think 
never.

a great get-together which included 
lollipop, Umesh and Jai Singh from 
abroad and romi, ashok Mehra, lalit 
Mehra and of course lalit nirula from 
delhi. roshan Seth was also there in 
place of aftab who was in Japan.

l to r: dilsher virk, romi chopra, lalit mehra, jai sinGh jadhav, ranjit khubchand, umesh sahai and 
lalit nirula.
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we are grieved to convey the 
news of the passing away of 
bG verGhese (150 J, 1942) 
on december 29th 2014. Mr 
verghese was an eminent journalist 
and author who published his 
autobiography First Draft in 2011. 
his 60-year career saw him edit The 
Hindustan Times and The Indian 
Express. he also served in several 
advisory posts to the indian Prime 
Minister and the government and 
was a founder member of the 
editor’s Guild of india. he received 
the ramon Magsaysay award for 
Journalism in 1975. Mr verghese 
was recovering from a bout of 
dengue fever before his sudden 
passing. our deepest sympathies 
go out to his family.

we regret to announce the passing 
of keshav b Gokhale (223 K,  
1942) on the night of november 
1st 2014, at his home in Pune. he 
would have celebrated his 88th 
birthday on november 29th. our 
heartfelt condolences to his brother 
ashok B Gokhale (216 K , 1945) and 
all members of their family.

with profound grief and sorrow we 
regret to inform the fraternity of the 
passing of maj. som nath (284 
J, 1945) on october 26th 2014. our 
heartfelt condolences go out to his 
brothers Maj Gen ram nath (235 J, 
1949), Jagdish nath (285 J 1952) 
and the members of their families. 

with regret we report the departing 
of yoGi ranjeet sinGh (194 K 
1942) who left us on January 4 
2015. our commiserations.

we are sad to report the passing 
away of kanwar amrit lal 
malhotra, brother of rattan 
lal Malhotra (262 h, 1950) and 
father of anil Malhotra (505 h, 
1975). he passed away on Friday 
december 19th, 2014. our heartfelt 
condolences to all members of his 
family.

Gurbir sinGh dhariwal 
(213 J, 1964) passed away from 
Parkinson’s disease in chandigarh 
after having lived for many years 
in UP and denmark. he is survived 
by his wife and son, both of whom 
live in copenhagen, denmark. he 
studied at welham Boys before 
moving on to doon. his son, hans, 
has this to say, “My father did 
mention that no matter who you 
were, you were treated equally at 
doon. This old gentleman-ship [sic], 
was key in moulding the socialist 
nature of india. he went on to 
become a Marxist after his school 
days. My mother said he was quite 
the prankster in school. later, he 
became something of a saint.” our 
condolences to the family.

ruby, wife of Behman Minoo 
davar (220 h, 1955) passed 
away on February 18th, 2014. 
our sympathies to him and their 
daughter, ayesha. May ruby rest in 
peace. 

om prakash yadav (111 K, 
1955) passed away on november 
11th 2013 leaving behind wife Pat 
and daughters Shalini and Suhasini. 
we will not forget him.

we are saddened by the news of 
the passing of siddharth katju 
(87 T, 1944) on november 9th 2014. 
our heartfelt condolences go out to 
his sons Kandarp (82 T, 1973) and 
rituraj (435 T, 1974) and all their 
family members. 

o B IT ua r I E s

we are sorry to report that 
bhisham kumar bakhshi 
(168 J, 1951), former chairman of 
the indian oil corporation, left us 
on december 15th last year. our 
heartfelt condolences go out to his 
sons Simran (251 h, 1982) and luv 
(437 h, 1985) and all members of 
his family.

we deeply regret to inform you of 
the passing away of mrs kamala 
datt, mother of Shiv dev datt (61 
T, 1963) and vijay dev datt (94 T 
1964) on december 29th, 2014. our 
condolences to all the family.
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My father BG verghese passed away 
on december 30th 2014, ending a 
rich and remarkable life lived ‘without 
regrets’. Growing up, i rarely saw him. 
he belonged to that post-independence 
tribe of nation builders for whom ‘family’ 
meant every underprivileged and 
disenfranchised person in the country. 

Buried under newspapers each morning 

borrowing a superhero comic when i 
was 10. This went against his injunction, 
‘neither a borrower nor a lender be,’ 
but it had more to do with his fear that 
comics would reduce my vocabulary to 
ThwacK, Pow, and whaM! 

he had a wry wit and chuckled when he 
found my brother and me, rattling in his 
cupboard, apparently headed for Mars. 

cycle.

i asked who the most formative 
people in his life were and he replied, 
his grandfather dewan Bahadur dr v 
verghese, much loved and feted by 
the Mahajarah of cochin, and great 
patriarch of a vast Syrian christian 
family.

Then there was arthur Foot, who 
decided that the crisp himalayan air 
and wooded valleys offered the perfect 
setting in which to fashion young 
souls steeped in their own culture but 
brought up in much the manner of 
an eton or a harrow. and it was doon 
that really created the man who was 
to become my father with his eclectic 
blend of Gandhian principles, christian 
values, Buddhist abstemiousness, spirit 
of adventure, and the best of liberal 
democratic traditions.

He aimed high but kept a low profile. 
he outlined bold strokes but explained 
them in simple terms. he fought the 
good fight with righteous indignation 
but never raised his voice in anger or 
malice. and he never compromised his 
integrity. 

in the ‘60s he toured the country to see 
firsthand the emergence of modern 
india as seen through its nehruvian 
‘temples’ of industry and mega dams. 
The results of this pilgrimage were 
contained in his 1965 book Design for 
Tomorrow. i asked him what his main 
takeaway from this exercise was and 
he said, simply, “The enormous diversity 
of india.” it was something he fought 
lifelong to preserve and protect. it was 
the core dna of a united india.

Quoted in a recent BBc interview on The 
doon School, he said Foot reminded 
the boys they were an elite but there 
was no place for elitism as they were 
committed to the “service of those less 

A  G e nt l e m A n C r us A d e r 
o n A  C yC l e Vijay Verghese

as he scribbled notes and circled 
incorrect text, he was a formidable man 
to approach and one of few words. 
The  most he said was, “hmm,” which 
animated my mother no end. he led by 
example rather than verbose instruction. 
yet he was always accessible – and to 
all.

My father believed in joint responsibility 
and as children, both my brother and i 
got our hands smacked for the other’s 
misdeeds. Truly was i my brother’s 
keeper. and he mine.

There were no arguments at home. The 
one time i got a modest spank was for 

The nascent indian Space programme 
was dismantled and my father’s 
cambridge ties preserved for posterity.

Simplicity was his credo. So when 
he contested the elections in 1977, 
he chose as his emblem, the humble 
cycle. he brushed aside my collegiate 
attempts to build a ‘brand’ for him. 
after all, this was the common man’s 
transport. while at the indian express, 
he sometimes cycled to work, often in 
tar-melting delhi heat, causing cars to 
screech as startled junior journalists 
scrambled to give him a lift. he would 
have none of it. when i headed off on 
my first teen date, he saw me off, on a 
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fortunate than you.” no doubt following 
this exhortation, at hindustan Times he 
had the paper adopt the village chhatera 
as a novel experiment in developmental 
journalism.

humble and self-effacing, he practically 
wrote himself out of his memoir and i 
had a struggle on my hands to convince 
him to run his portrait on the cover. So 
understated was he, i may well have 
ended up with a different father. when 
my mother was offered a scholarship to 
the USa, my father moved his courtship 
into high gear by asking her, “have you 
considered any other alternatives?” 
“like what?” she enquired. “like me,” 
he blushingly responded. and that was 
the beginning of a great friendship and 
union that lasted unbroken for over 
60 years. They were inseparable, my 
mother always distinct with a colourful 
flower in her hair, her sense of drama 
and fun a wonderful counterpoint to my 
father’s quiet resolve. 

Tribal uplift and the emancipation of 
women concerned him greatly as did 
the socio-economic liberation of the 
northeast. while down with dengue and 
recovering at home he awoke, fevered, 
at 5am one morning and bemoaned the 
plight of women in the country. This far 
outranked his searing joint and muscle 
aches.

he was not a hugely religious person 
but was a man of faith with unshakeable 
moral certitude. he had a rich baritone, 
forged at the Trinity college cambridge 
choir that gave beautiful shape to 
gospels, Paul robeson classics, and 
his signature ‘danny Boy’ that we hope 
sends him on his way…

And I shall hear tho’ soft you tread above 
me
And all my grave will warmer, sweeter be
For you will bend and tell me that you 
love me
And I shall sleep in peace until you come 
to me.

Vijay Verghese runs Dancing Wolf 
Media out of Hong Kong and edits and 
writes on travel in Asia.

Verghese. I had worked under the first 
two, but i met George before the other 
two when i was looking for a job in a 
newspaper. well, here was a dosco at 
the top, so why not give it a shot; ask him 
if i could start at the bottom, anywhere, 
wherever. with those thoughts i went to 
the hindustan Times and was pleasantly 
surprised when i was allowed into his 
presence right away. he was polite, 
serious and after hearing me out, asked 
me to meet Saeed naqvi (resident or 
senior assistant editor at the time). 

Before i could, the Times of india trainee 
scheme had offered me a job as a 
trainee assistant editor (rahul Singh, 
Khushwant Singh’s son always claims 
that he was the youngest assistant 
editor at Toi but i believe i beat him by a 
year and i left for Bombay. nevertheless 
George was often around: he came to 

rememberinG GeorGe verGhese
Gautam vohra (154 h, 1963)

with the death of B George verghese, 
we have lost the last of the great editors. 

when i joined the Times of india (Toi) 
in June 1970, the editors mentioned 
with respect were Frank Moraes, S 
Mulgoankar and nJ nanporia. They 
were no longer editing newspapers in 
india, but they were around.

i recall attending a talk by yB chavan, 
who was the then defence Minister. 
he prefaced his talk with words to 
the effect, ‘My respect for editors has 
gone up. i can see Frank Moraes in the 
audience.’ There was an appreciative 
murmur and polite laughter.

i never came across Mulgaonkar, 
but saw nJ nanporia off and on, 
bespectacled, shy, withdrawn visiting 
Sham lal’s cabin, the editor of Toi at 
the time. nanporia had become the 
youngest editor of the paper at age 35, 
and when he was pushed out, he found 
a job with a paper in Singapore; now 
the editors who have to make room for 
others take up jobs in the Gulf.

during my time in journalism, 1970 to 
1985, the great editors undeniably were 
Sham lal, Girilal Jain and B George 
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give a talk and the Press club hall was 
packed with journalists; his speech 
was measured, deliberate and solemn, 
like the man himself. it was after the 
emergency of 1975-77 and the theme 
was probably the throttling of the press 
during those dark days.
 
George was accessible, which neither 
Girilal nor Sham lal were. The latter 
two were reclusive, living in their ivory 
towers, much like nanporia. George 
shared this quality with Frank Moraes.

George gave space to development 
issues and that is why i was drawn to his 
writings. in fact, he was directly involved 
in a development project in haryana, the 
progress or lack of which he also gave 
space to in his paper.

at a lunch hosted by nalni dhar Jayal, to 
which i was invited along with Shekhar 
Singh and George, i was able to quiz 
the editor on his autobiography. why, i 
asked, had he not been personal in his 
own life story. The first few pages are 
about his childhood; the rest is a serious 
essay. i had been keen to learn what a 
man of integrity thought of the leaders, 
politicians and other heroes that peopled 
his account; his personal take on them. 
instead we got this heavy learned stuff. 
George’s answer was a simple: ‘if i had 
made it personal, it would have been 
another book.’ i wanted to say, well 
that’s the book we want. 

his last book, Poste haste, published 
last year when he passed, is a delight 
(i have reviewed it for that marvellous 

journal, The rose Bowl).  i attended its 
launch at the india international centre. 
his persona seemed to have undergone 
a change. he was relaxed, wore a smile 
every now and then, and told jokes about 
the members on the panel that included 
natwar Singh and dr Karan Singh. The 
panellists returned his affection. Karan 
Singh, his junior in school, said that 
they became friends because of their 
fondness for chess, and though George 
always out-manoeuvred him, winning 
every round, they were still friends.

his seminal contribution is his work 
on water. he was pro dams, ie large 
dams. i was not able to appreciate his 
position. i had left journalism and was 
demonstrating with Medha Patkar 
and Baba amte on the banks of the 
narmada in Madhya Pradesh. nd 
Jayal too took issue with him on this 
score. Jayal is an environmentalist and 
was involved in the setting up of the 
Ministry of environment when he was in 
government. like Medha, he is against 
these gigantic temples of modern india.

George exhibited courage in his 
journalistic career, something one can 
say of very few in indian journalism. 
For the stands he took, he was sacked 
as editor of the hindustan Times. he 
annoyed Mrs Gandhi with an editorial 
on how we had made Sikkim an indian 
state or ‘Kanchenjunga here we come’ 
and he lost out again. along with 
arun Shourie, he is among the three 
journalists to have been awarded the 
Magasaysay, the third being the author 
of everybody loves a Good drought (P. 

Sainath, 1996).

he was active to the end. The last i saw 
him was at the launch of natwar Singh’s 
book, one life is not enough. natwar 
made a point of drawing attention to 
him, remarking that along with George 
he was the oldest person present. and 
now you can see him playing chess with 
his grandson in the photographs put up 
on Facebook by his son vijay, also a 
journalist, who worked with me on the 
Sunday Times many moons ago.     

B George verghese upheld sterling 
values in journalism, supported 
investigative work of reporters and 
backed them against management. 
he belonged to the British school of 
journalism; a more sedate but serious 
journalism.

“In my younger days when I was 
In the aIr force, I used to stay 
wIth hIm In delhI. It’s funny 
because we fought over the 
dams. george was an economIst 
In the western mode who 
belIeved gdP was everythIng. 
I’m a nature lover who 
belIeves we have to ImProve 
It and that It Is the only real 
wealth of the common man; 
It needs to be ImProved for 
theIr benefIt. desPIte all thIs, 
I was very fond of george. 
he was a really, really fIne 
man. he researched hIs work 
metIculously, lIke on sIachen 
and told the government 
when It was wrong.”

-NAlNI dhAr JAyAl (100 t, 1945) 
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around 2004 Fateh Singh akoi (7 T, 1996) was in 
between Goa and delhi to set up a business. around 
then, his best friend arjun Bakshi was also in and 
out of Goa for work. as best friends do, they both 
decided to work together in 2006, and so literally built 
a shack and five cottages. They named the shack 
after our parents, Pitty and Glogy. Building a low-cost, 
eco shack was something that was on both of their 
bucket lists. For Bakshi, nature and the environment 
were so important 
that he would skip 
quite a few daily 
baths claiming we 
must save water! But 
jokes apart, Bakshi 
found laughter 
and happiness in 
everything around 
him in Goa, including 
bike rides and 
kayaking, swimming, 
beach ball and of course every sunrise and sunset. 

around christmas 2007, he brought his girlfriend, 
apneet to Goa. Together they helped create the look 

Where
EvErybody Knows

Your N ame
AhIlyA AkOI 

of the shack and made a massive Shiva eye out of 
mirrors and ply board. it was placed behind the bar 
and at sunset, the mirrors would light up with the 
colours of the sky. Bakshi used to love telling everyone 
how hard he worked on the Shiva eye. The truth was, 
he would give apneet instructions, leave the shack on 
the pretext that he’d be back with supplies, and leave 

her stranded, balancing 
on a ladder holding a glue 
stick for most of the time!

during one of these Goa 
trips, Bakshi announced 
that he wanted to spend 
the rest of his life with 
apneet and would propose 
when he got back to delhi. 
Friends being friends, we 
decided to celebrate this 

by spiking his drinks. Poor Bakshi was soon running 
around Saturday market singing, “na-na-na-na-na, 
Batmaaaaaan!” at random strangers. The four years 
that Fateh and Bakshi ran the shack were probably 
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the most memorable years of Goa for all of us. Pitty 
& Glogy became a meeting point for our friends and 
family. For Fateh and Bakshi, they got to explore and 
appreciate Morjim and Mandrem, which in turn made 
them want to help conserve these areas. By around 
2010 the area started to become very commercial, 
and it was time for Fateh and Bakshi to shut down 
Pitty & Glogy’s and move on with their lives.

in 2011 we tried to revive the shack idea with a 
Panjim-based restaurant called coros. we started off 
okay, but very soon things wound down. in 2012, we 
reinvented it again as Bardo but that too only lasted 
a couple of years. in 2013, Bakshi decided to pull the 
ultimate prank on us and left us all behind. But we’ll 
keep looking for him. and in the mean time, we’ll make 
that plot of land exactly how he remembered and 
loved it. So we have renamed the shack Baxter’s, after 
one of his nicknames. it was here that Bakshi was the 
happiest and it’s here that we feel closest to him. we 
even decided to reuse as much of the material lying 
around from the Pitty & Glogy days. So what used to be 
the tables are now our sign boards. The pool table has 
been repaired (but with a twist). The massive wooden 

poles from the shack have been used once again to 
raise the roof. why? Because we believe that we leave 
our energy in everything we touch, and Bakshi’s touch 
was on all of it! 

Bakshi was probably one of the finest, kindest, 
happiest, loving, pure and honest people i will ever 
have the privilege to know. he never showed off, 
never complained about anything and never burdened 
anyone with his problems. and let’s not forget his 
sense of humour! in Fateh’s words, “Bakshi just loved 
the sun, sand, sea and his bike rides. he was truly one 
with nature. There is no better place or better way to 
remember the nicest guy on this planet than by this 
particular stretch of beach that Bakshi called his 
happy place.”

Ahilya Akoi is a Sanawarian and filmmaker and is 
the sister of Adil Singh Akoi (539 O, 1994) and Fateh 
Singh Akoi (7 T, 1996). Raise a toast to Arjun Bakshi 
at Baxter’s at House no. 62, New Vaddo, Ashwem 
Road, Near Papa Jolly Hotel, Pernem, Goa.

 arjun bakshi
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where do i go on such dolorously doleful days?
when the spring loses its meaning,
and the moon is weaving
dreams yet to be dreamt!

when in the stillness of such sad days
The heart longs for her soft sweet touch,
i stand alone amongst the myriad stars
while she stands unfazed, afar!

‘Tis was the very time, i cherished,
when entwined in your warm embraces
I had drunk nectar for the first time
and coyly, you had parted with your treasured elixir!

was it the gods, who in a jealous rage
Glove in hand with every hermit and sage
Tore from me my angel and imprisoned her in a cage?
o my love! o my youth! o this age!

where is the beauty of her gentle smile?
The look of love and words soaked in honey?
a suckling babe without a mother
like a piece torn away from me, fractured.

o lift me in your arms like the wind carries dead leaves!
and take me to worlds till now unseen.
So i may partake, once again, of happiness that had been,
That now seems so far and brings me grief!
o take me to that wonderful world where we once lived
where you drank from cataracts fresh from the earth’s womb
where you sowed, with painstaking tenderness, love’s pure seeds
and fed me from your mouth legends old as the seas!

To the boundaries beyond clouds where dreams never cease
To the land of talking betel nuts and laughing betel leaves;
To the land where splashes from my feet blessed thee;
To the planet where your world revolved solely around me!
in the great ocean of love did we meet like logs of wood, and parted.

Pragye Kisslay is a filmmaker and graduate of the 
London Film School (MA).

O d e  to  L ove
Pragye Kisslay 
87 K, 1995

All our dreams, all our hopes, all our oaths finally started,
The strings of my heart rise up, take hold of my throat,
and against the shore of life, crashes our glory boat.

The day is finally upon us, 
a new dawn that sets the sun.
no more fretting and no more fuss,
The heart burns and fond dreams churn. 

Pitter and patter of little feet unborn,
deep and longing, your eyes are forlorn. 
love’s glory ever grows and glows,
Streams of fond dreams flow and flow. 

Beyond more joys than the joys i’ve felt
would be if in some corner, it was you i met.
lost in your long tresses and locks all flowing
My remaining days would be spent thus - all-knowing!
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Mr ramchandani was asked to 
standardise the fee that all masters 
could charge. ad stood up and in his 
deep and sonorous trademark tone 
declared, “headmaster, tuition is like 
prostitution. if your wares are better, 
you will get more!” 

Samir dhawan (40 K) played host to 
the batch for dinner. as The Weekly 
would say, “Much fun was had by 
all”!

Bleary-eyed we reported for a class 
photo at the main building. The selfie 
revolution has not spared this batch. 
Some of us made the pilgrimage to 
the spiritual epicentre of our days in 
doon – the loos! Photographs were 
taken; bored wives were told about 
the concept of kibbutz showers, 
jamming mid-terms, suck seats, 
the dynamics of deal-making in the 
central dining hall and other fine 
details that it requires to be a dosco. 

Photo centre; an initiative by ajay 
Mehta (102 J, 1989) who wanted 
to give School state-of-the-art 
equipment to capture and produce 
world class images.  
 
The class of ’89 then held a 
commemoration ceremony at The 
aketa hotel to thank our incredible 
teachers with specially engraved 
wooden plaques with a message 
from the batch. Mrs and Mr an dar 
made the journey from delhi and Mr 
rP devgan drove all the way from 
chandigarh. we were honoured to 
have Mr Gulab ramchandani, our 
headmaster for five years felicitated 
by asheesh v Malaney (92 K) and Mr 
Shomie das, who was headmaster 
during our Sc year, attend. Mrs and 
Mr dev lahiri, Mr Sheel Sharma, Mr 
Sl Ganguli, Mr dc Bhatkoti and dr 
Mc Joshi, all regaled us with a few 
behind-the-scenes tales! one of 
which was that once, a fair number 

When the Class of 1989 was finally 
coerced into coming together 
for its silver jubilee by our batch 
representative, Smiley Batra (13 
J) - a taxman to boot - we had no 
idea what the journey would entail. 
Several weeks after the celebration 
we still have silly grins on our faces!
 
with our spirits soaring, we kicked 
off with a quick drink at my place in 
rajpur on october 16th 2014. no one 
was ready to budge for the batch of 
1964’s golden jubilee dinner. when 
we finally left, it wasn’t long before 
we established our presence at the 
dinner - vertically at the bar and 
horizontally on the dance floor!
 
Our first formal event was ‘The 
chandbagh debates’ where we took 
on the School debate team. The 
topic was, “This house would like 
to question its traditions”, with us 
‘for’ and School ‘against’ the motion. 
represented by chetan roy (68 K), 
rajat Mehta (50 K) and amitabh 
dubey (101 h) our batch was sadly 
overcome by the School team! 
 
The headmaster then hosted the 
batch for lunch. almost 50 of us 
made it to the 25th and it was 
heartening to see chetan Malhotra 
(6 h), Sanjay agarwal (9 K), Karim 
ahmad (14 h) and rajit Mazumder 
(24 J) who travelled from the US, 
Saurabh rastogi (52 T) who came 
from england and Fareed akbar 
ansari (36 J) who came from the 
Uae.

lunch was followed by the 
inauguration of the Pran Mehta 

B atc h  o f  1989  r e uni o n
Rathin MathuR
23 h, 1989

l to r: mr ramchandani, mr devGan, mr joshi and mr GanGuly
of doscos were taking extra tuition 
with doon school masters during 
vacation. at a chambers meeting, 

The School had also very graciously 
set up a photo exhibition in the 
library, where our achievements and 
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misfortunes were displayed for all 
to see (read red, yellow and other 
cards).
To celebrate this milestone in our 
lives, we then hosted the doon 
community for the Silver Jubilee 
dinner. in an extremely scenic spot 
off Malsi forest, we spent the evening 
in the sheer beauty of the doon 
valley. with the generous support 
of the dSoBS via President rPn 
Singh, this evening was like Socials 
on steroids! we were thrilled to see 
masters, current staff, doscos and 
parents turn up. we then screened 
the video-feature entitled “our 
days in chandbagh”, scripted and 
produced by this author. The video 
is available to watch on Facebook 
on the dSoBS page. in response to 
the video, one dosco wife said that 
finally she was convinced of the 
need to send her son to doon! 

when tears had been wiped and auld 
lang Syne reasonably mutilated, it 
was time to destroy lessons that we 
had learnt in environmental studies. 
The dJ belted out the tracks, birds 

prepared for sacrifice at the many 
food counters and the fermented 
grain of the european Union flowed!

as the crowds cleared and night 
gave way to dawn, only the class 
of ’89 was left standing. 25 years 
ago, we had differences of opinion, 
we belonged to different houses 
and we had different sets of friends. 
25 years later, our journey of doon 
was complete. The class of ’89 had 
come together and was leaving 
doon - as one.

l to r: rpn sinGh, ajay mehta, hm and Gautam thapar

batch of ‘89: one from the 
archives

l to r: chetan roy, rajat 
mehta and amitabh dubey
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the ChOIr IN ACtION

hArI ANd sukhmANI

doon, music and a shared love and respect for Mr Gursharan Singh 
are the three factors that instantly united a seemingly disparate group 
for The Encore – a benefit music concert that was held at the FICCI 
auditorium on Saturday January 10th, 2015 in new delhi. over a 
month ago, I first got an e mail from Amitoj Singh, who I’d known as 
GSS’s bratty and cricket-crazy son (the self-same son who jumped off 
my Jaipur home’s first level terrace as a 13-year old). Today, all grown 
up and a respectable anchor with ndTv, Johnny’s e-mail soliciting 
participation for this concert read like a mature proposal. it did not 
lack however the huge reserves of energy that he still packs in. The 
answer was an instant “yes”. This was followed by a phone call from 
my mentor Mr Gursharan Singh, and before long, i, along with several 

T h a nk  yo u f o r  T h e  M u s i c : 
The encore KartiK Bajoria 

311 o, 1998

GurshArAN sINGh

school days was now being attempted in a shade over a week! But what 
a week it was. i’m certain i speak for us all; the music, and the love of our 
school, brought us together beautifully. The guttural start of the base guitar, 
the enticements of the drum roll, a not-so-subtle nudge from GSS and off 
we went - playing, crooning, jamming, and jamming-up. we were rusty, cold, 
and unprepared. But we realized that while our voices might have weakened, 
our music hadn’t. excerpts from some of the most memorable Founder’s 

others, had boarded different modes of transport from far flung corners of the world, and landed up in delhi around 
January 2nd!

all hailing from different batches, nursing different stages of our respective new year’s eve hangovers, we 
congregated at vasant valley school and began practices. what would have taken us 30-40 days to prepare in our 

pieces were recalled, and in a 
blaze of nostalgia we joined 
sur and spirit, and practiced 
our hearts out.
led by the amazing musical 
mind of GSS and an immensely 
talented and growing group of 
musicians, we rehearsed each 
morning and every evening. 
we beat the delhi chills by 
singing Tarana Blues. and we 
warmed our cockles with the 
expertly prepared dinner from 
Jaswinder Singh ‘Bull’s’ home! 
each day, another superb 
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musician would join us. Someone from Singapore, another from california! 
To a packed house, a string of superb individual performances began. vijit Malik set the tone with his sublime ‘doon 

School Blues’, an ode to the alma 
mater that he’d written and composed 
just before the platinum jubilee. with 
raucous applause, the subsequent 
performers, a mix of celebrity indie 
and international acts, electrified the 
audience. The music was amazing 
and the energy palpable. Most of all, 
there was pride in knowing that doon 
had inspired these artists to dive into 
the murky waters of professional 
music and that they had come away, 
with success!
Performances by ronit chatterji, 
Sam dennis, dualist enquiry, Mad 
Boy Mink and hari and Sukhmani 

VIJIt mAlIk ANd APOOrVA JOshI

sPONsOrs 

the eNCOre eNsemBle

sAheJ BAkshI AkA duAlIst INquIry

enthralled us, our music-appetites whetted for the main event. The stage 
was set. we vocalists, instrumentalists, and our leader Mr Gursharan 
Singh took our places. what ensued in the 45 minutes that followed is 
unclear to me. as part of the choir, i was lost in a dizzying mist of music, 
singing, and doon school spirit. i trust from sporadic bursts of clapping 
that we did well! The one person who conceived this concert, worked 
selflessly and tirelessly to see it to its successful fruition, is amitoj 
‘Johnny’ Singh. his perseverance, resolve and energy were vital.
The encore received a standing ovation, and with a promise to continue 
similar concerts for charity, we, as a full-house, sang lab Pe ati hai. 
it was quite magical. and like i said, and especially by this point in the 
evening, our voices may have left us, but the music from doon lives on 
within our souls!

Kartik Bajoria now lives in Jaipur after a decade in advertising, film and 
television in Mumbai. He is now involved in educational programmes for 
local schools. He can be reached at kartikbajoria@gmail.com.
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BAse CAmP rOute

CATHEDRAL
OF THE GODS

on the morning of april 18th 2014, the 
steep knife-edge ridge connecting 
the South Summit of Mount everest 
to the hillary Step (the last real 
challenge before reaching the true 
summit of everest) was clearly 
visible from camp ii, 7300 feet below 
it. lofty clouds raced passed the 

peak, and high winds scoured the 
Southeast ridge, emitting a distant, 
ominous roar. That day, when the 
pristine snow settled 12 Sherpas 
lost their lives in the ‘popcorn field’ 
of the Khumbu icefall in one of 
the worst avalanches recorded 
on the mountain. This part of the 

expedition has been compared to 
russian roulette in the past.

Sixty years ago, Sir edmund hillary 
and Sherpa Tenzing norgay became 
the first humans to stand atop 
Mount everest, and gaze out from 
the highest point on our planet. 

PhOtOs ANd wOrds By

kArAm k PurI 
655 k, 1995
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Since their historic ascent, scores of climbing expeditions 
have attempted to reach these forbidding heights and 
many have succeeded. But though she can be climbed, ‘the 
Mother Goddess of the world’ (chomolungma in nepalese) 
cannot be conquered. Since the 1920s, many people have 
died climbing everest when she turned against them, by 
sending in bad weather or avalanches. Many climbers go 
out there with the notion of conquering a peak, but they tend 

to have the utmost respect for everest’s caprice. 
i began my journey to the base camp of everest 
only a fortnight before that tragic loss of life made 
headlines, worldwide.

to the feet of chomolunGma
about three months of mental and physical 
preparation gets one into shape to climb to a height 
of 18,000 ft above sea level, right into the mouth 
of what many a climber refers to as the ‘death 
zone’. Two to three months prior, one needs to start 
working on stamina and endurance exercises like 
sustaining low-impact activities such as walking or 
jogging for a couple of hours at a stretch. i started 
by running the junior cross country distance 
(approximately 3.5km) and three months later i 
was running 10kms with ease. coupled with lunges 
and squats, i built up my core strength and most 
importantly, prepared myself mentally!

The journey begins in the bustling capital city 
of Kathmandu. nestled in a valley in the lower  
himalayas, this ancient city is full of historic 
sites and has been a centre of worship for both 
hindus and Buddhists for centuries. The busy 
neighbourhood of Thamel is a great place to pick up 
any last-minute gear you may need for your trek, as 
well as get a good meal and a drink before heading 
into the wild. after a good night’s rest, we made our 
way to the Tribhuvan domestic airport for what 
would be one of the most exhilarating journeys of 
our lives - the short flight to lukla.

Known as one of the most dangerous airports in the 
world, this journey is completed in a matter of 40 
minutes. There are no fixed flight times and all the 
relic-aircraft, some over 30 years in age, take off as 
sorties, dependent on clear weather. The pilots fly by 
line-of-sight and once airborne, we are greeted with 
spectacular views of the greater himalayas. The 
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flight was an adrenaline-pumping 
experience, especially when we hit 
air pockets.

The turbulent ride brings us to 
a remarkable 460 metre runway 
at a 12 degree gradient and the 
well trained pilots nail yet another 
perfect landing. within four minutes, 
all the passengers and their luggage 
are offloaded and more passengers 
are quickly loaded on. a turnaround 
of no more than 10 minutes and 
the old plane makes its way down 
the runway and off the cliff-end, 
pulling higher and higher over the 
himalayan ridge in front of it. 
welcome to lukla - the gateway 
to everest. This busy himalayan 
village is where all expeditions and 

luklA AIrstrIP

treks begin. Porters vie noisily for 
business and this is where i meet my 
Sherpa and climbing guides. after 
a quick cup of tea, a long march 
begins. The lukla to Phakding route 

is a gentle, undulating three-hour 
hike where we actually dropped a 
couple of hundred feet in altitude. 
Idyllic terraced fields, fruit orchards 
and thick rhododendron forests 

khumBu ICefAll
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mANI stONes AmA dABlAm

accompany us to the first night’s 
rest halt at Phukding village. The 
body begins to acclimatize to the 
himalayan air and one’s mountain 
legs begin to settle in. 

The next morning sees the toughest 
climbing day to the capital of the 
Khumbu region, namche Bazaar. 
Set at an altitude of 11,500 feet this 
village is the home of the Sherpa 
people. at namche Bazaar you can 
find an Irish pub, a selection of great 
bakeries, a number of outdoor gear 
shops and a small monastery in 
the nyingma tradition (the oldest of 
the four major schools of Tibetan 
Buddhism). all climbers spend two 
nights here in order to acclimatize 
for the forthcoming journey. 

The first views of the snow-capped 
peaks surrounding namche truly 
give you a sense of awe and a taste 

of what lies ahead. don’t be tempted 
into too much climbing during your 
acclimatization days as your body 
must get used to the high altitude, 
slowly.

The next morning we are greeted 
by the first views of Mount Everest. 
The trek continues along the 
rushing glacial waters of the dudh 
Kosi river with magnificent views of 
the mountains all around. we pass 
through Sanasa, which is inhabited 
primarily by Tibetans, after which 
the trail drops to Phunki Thanga. 
it’s a two-hour climb from here to 
Tengboche, through forests and 
around mani stones (stone plates 
usually inscribed with six-syllable 
Tibetan Buddhism mantras) up to 
a saddle where a monastery sits in 
a clearing surrounded by dwarf firs 
and rhododendrons. views from 
here of the himalayan giants are 
deemed to be the most magnificent 
in the world. inside the monastery 
are incredibly ornate wall hangings, a 
six metre high sculpture of Buddha, 
and the musical instruments and 
robes of the lamas. if you are 
fortunate, you may see the resident 
lama perform a ceremony and 
hear mystical Buddhist chanting. a 
short hike down brings you to the 
rivendell lodge in debouche, where 
we spend the night and feel as 
though we have been whisked away 
to Tolkien’s Middle earth.

The sixth day begins with a short, 

steep and muddy descent through 
a forest of birches, conifers and 
rhododendrons. look out for 
nepal’s national bird, the impeyan 
pheasant or monal; the males of 
which brandish almost metallic 
green and blue hues, while the 
female is a muddy brown and white. 
after crossing the imja Khola on a 
swaying suspension bridge high 
above a spot where the river rushes 
through a narrow cleft, the trail 
climbs past some magnificently 
carved mani stones to Pangboche 
at 12,665 feet.

Beyond Pangboche the route enters 
alpine meadows above the tree line. 
The vegetation is predominantly 
scrub juniper and tundra. The uphill 
trek continues, taking you to the 
quaint traditional Sherpa village of 
dingboche with its exquisite views 
of lhotse, island Peak, and ama 
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dablam (ama dablam translates 
loosely as ‘mother’s charmbox’ 
or ‘necklace’) with its seemingly 
outstretched ridges for arms. 
dingboche is a beautiful patchwork 
of fields enclosed by stone walls 
protecting the crops of barley, 
buckwheat and potatoes from 
cold, in-blowing winds and grazing 
animals. we spend two nights at 
dingboche to acclimatize to the 
altitude and pressure, and we spend 
a day exploring the village. it is a 
photographer’s paradise. when you 
are walking on the Khumbu glacier 
you are surrounded by the highest 
mountains in the world. all the peaks 
tower above you, so you feel like you 
are in a cathedral, like St. Patrick’s in 
new york, or notre dame in Paris. 
in those places, you look up at the 
stained glass windows and see 
the angels looking down upon you. 
Similarly, these peaks are so awe-
inspiring, that you feel as though the 
gods are looking down at you, from 

dINGBOChe

them. Here, you are firmly in the 
cathedral of the gods. 

in dingboche you could visit a 
monastery famous for its yeti scalp 
and hand (which several experts 
suggest is fake) and explore the imja 
Khola, a tributary from where the 
slopes of Mount everest are drained. 
There are some breathtaking views 
of the north face of ama dablam 
and the lhotse-nuptse ridge as you 
explore this beautiful valley that 
leads up to island Peak.

The next morning the trail traverses 
through farmland and meadows 
before continuing along the lateral 
moraine of the Khumbu Glacier. 
we pass through the small village 
of duglha (15,158 ft.) before 
climbing up to a viewpoint with 
stone memorials for climbers who 
have perished on nearby summits. 
This sombre memorial is a befitting 
reminder that even though nature 

provides, it also has the ability to 
take away. The trail continues along 
the Khumbu glacier and follows 
the western side of the valley to 
lobuche. That evening the sunset 
on nuptse, seen from lobuche, is 
truly memorable.

day nine of the trek begins with a 
gentle ascent through meadows 
beside the glacial moraine. The 
climb becomes steeper and rougher 
as it crosses several side moraines. 
Route-finding becomes somewhat 
challenging here because in some 
places, the trail changes constantly 
due to an active glacier existing 
under the moraine.

en route to Gorak Shep, the conical 
point of Pumori comes into view – 
on its lower slopes a ridge extending 
to the south terminates in a small 
peak. This peak is called Kala 
Patthar, and has been ascended 
by both rl holdsworth and JaK 
Martyn, along with Tenzing norgay. 
at 18,192 feet, Kala Patthar provides 
the best vantage point from which 
to view the grandeur of everest.

The trail makes a short descent onto 
the sand-covered, frozen lakebed 
and village of Gorak Shep, where 
we have an early lunch and a rest 
before pushing on to the base camp 
of everest. The trek continues to 
the camp, located at the foot of the 
Khumbu icefall. The route follows 
the Khumbu Glacier, sometimes 
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on the moraine and sometimes 
on the glacier itself. Base camp is 
spread over a wide area and looks 
like a tented town with expeditions 
from all over the world vying for a 
favourable location to ensconce 
themselves in. From here, you can 
see the Khumbu icefall; the South 
col (a wind-ravaged ridge between 
everest and lhotse); part of the 
everest south face; the north ridge; 
the first and second steps (two of 
three prominent rocky steps leading 
to the top of everest) and the lho 
la (the pass between nepal and 
Tibet). you are also rewarded with 
magnificent views of Changtse, 
nuptse, Tawache, Kangtega, ama 
dablam and Pumori, which are 
peaks ranging in height from 21,000 
to over 25,000 feet.

Karam Puri is a photographer and 
writer currently based in New Delhi. 
He has several books published on 

photography, including the book 
School which was launched during 

DS-75. He is currently working on 
a solo photography show to be 

exhibited this year. 

For more information please visit 
www.karampuri.com.

Karam will be
leading a trek to the base 
camp of Everest starting 
from April 11th, 2015. It is a 
high altitude trek that goes 
from 9,000 ft. to 17,500 ft. 

He assures us you do not 
need to be an athlete to 
attempt it, as children as 
old as 11, to more mature 
climbers aged 60 have 
completed this trek.

For more details please 
contact him on 
purisahib@gmail.com.

The journey to the roof of the world is 
not an easy one, but at every step of 
the way, the soul is cradled, the mind 
is uncluttered and the body, pushed 
to its limits. along the way i was 
humbled by the sheer magnitude 
of the himalayas and was granted 
the honour of walking alongside one 
of the greatest people on this earth 
- the Sherpa. The Sherpas are a 
gentle yet fierce tribe of people who 
emigrated from central Tibet about 
4000 years ago and set up shop 
in the high mountains of nepal. 
Known for their strength, amazing 
adaptation to high altitudes, and a 
penchant for folk music and a peg 
of rum, they are a pleasant lot of 
people who are a life line for every 
trekker and climber in nepal.
it is a humbling experience and a 
reminder that at high altitudes, it is 
just you against the elements. Many 
of the climbers are very experienced, 
but one mistake can cost you your 
life. it teaches you how precious 
life can be, and how truly blessed 
we should feel. also, the higher you 
climb, all you can hear is the sound 
of your own breathing, your heart 
pumping and a connection to your 
inner-self. 

i stopped at base camp because 
in order to summit everest, you 
need years and years of climbing 
experience. That’s not to mention 
knowledge of technical ice and rock 
climbing, three months to spare and 
deep pockets. Many summiteers 

i met on the trip spent months at 
base camp honing their skills on the 
surrounding peaks and constantly 
training on the Khumbu ice Fall. like 
i said before, i felt humbled, amazed, 
thankful and elated to be standing 
on the roof of the world. a truly 
magical experience, which pushes 
the body and mind to its limits while 
giving you views of some of the 
most outstanding landscapes on 
earth.

if anyone would like to attempt this 
trek or others in the everest region, 
i will be happy to answer your 
questions and point you in the right 
direction. God Speed!
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amit Gupta

Chhota  i nt e rv i e w
name: amit Gupta | number: 547 | house: oberoi | batch: 1994

what do you do?
I founded a film and commercial 
production company called hello 
robot based in Mumbai and los 
angeles and work as a director, 
producer, and ceo. along with 
my business partner, a producer 
from Mumbai, we employ over 
a dozen people at our office 
in Mumbai, as well as several 
hundred contractors on specific 
projects around the globe. 

what does your day look like?
every day is different. one day i’m shooting a 
commercial in romania, the next day we are prepping 
another project in india, and the day after that we are 
finishing a project in Los Angeles.  Some days we 
manage and navigate multiple time zones and wear 
different hats. as a director, i put together all aspects 
of a film on its creative level – the look, feel, style, and 
story. Being a producer engages my practical abilities 
– strategizing, finding locations and crews – ie making 
everything happen. as a company owner, i develop 
visions for my company’s present and future, as well 
as managing the day-to-day affairs of my teams and 
companies. 

what do you hope to 
achieve?
i’d love to build on the visual 
effects work we’ve done, and are 
in the process of expanding our 
company with a post-production 
and visual effects studio. visual 
effects is a particular passion of 
mine, a combination of creativity 
and strategy that creates on-
screen magic. i would also love 
to direct a feature length film – 
that too is in the works.

what’s excitinG about your work?
every project that comes through our door is a new, 
engaging challenge. it may take us anywhere in the 
world – dangling off a cliff in Malibu, freezing in a forest 
in South africa, biking across romania, or running 
through the streets of varanasi. 

half the year, i live out of a suitcase and i love constantly 
being on the move. i get to utilize both halves of my 
brain, the practical and the creative. and though being 
my own boss is incredibly demanding, i wouldn’t have 
it any other way.

what are you planninG to do next career-
wise? 
i am in the process of expanding our operations to 
include post-production, visual effects services and 
feature films. The industry is constantly changing 
from old stagnant models to new dynamic and 
interactive forms of reaching audiences, and digital 
and interactive media will dominate this new paradigm 
both in advertising and entertainment.

what study did you undertake to Get here?
after receiving my Ba in economics and working in 
the financial industry for several years, I realized I was 
miserable. i left my job to get an MFa in Television & 
Filmmaking at the academy of art University in San 
Francisco. 
i built my reel working as a director for a production 
company in Bombay. i took on projects independently 
as well. eventually, i found a business partner who 
complemented my strengths and interests, and we set 
out on our own with hello robot.
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what advice would you Give doscos wantinG 
to Get into this field?
Look for film schools that emphasize on practical 
education rather than film history or film theory. Look 
for schools that put a camera in your hands, teach 
you to write a good story, show you how to light a 
set. You learn filmmaking by making films yourself. 
when you graduate, you should have a reel, a short 
film, and a complete knowledge of the filmmaking 
pipeline from start to finish. Also look for film schools 
that offer training in new media as online, digital and 
interactive have become an essential part of the 
film and advertising landscape. Get a camera and 
shoot, explore, experiment, and discover outside of 
the classroom. it takes a lot of hours of practice to 
produce work worth viewing. if at all possible, shadow 

Chhota Interview is the career column for Doscos wanting to hear from Doscos in the field. If you’d like to be 
featured in this section, please contact the editor at therosebowleditor@gmail.com. 

name some hiGhliGhts in your career.
I am very proud of our film for Hockey India League. As 
a director, i travelled to six different cities, shot for 12 
days in total, and we put together two beautiful, dynamic 
films. In fact, I’ve never seen so much of India in so 
little time, and it was a thrill. Shooting Royal Enfield’s 
café racer spot was also a great experience involving 
shoots in three different countries, and an international 
post-production pipeline in la and Mumbai. we did a 
promotional spot for house of lies, a successful US Tv 
show that focused entirely on visual effects and was 
interactive online as well. it’s the new shape of media, 
and it really expanded our creative ambitions. i’m also 
proud of working with brands like nike, indiGo airlines 
and Google. our work is constantly well-reviewed in the 
press and at awards ceremonies.

how can we Get in touch with you?
amit@hellorobot.tv | +91 9999 791 799 | +1 214 532 
4020 | hellorobot.tv

settinG up a shot in point dume, malibu, california

or intern with experienced people – 
producers, directors, photographers, 
set designers, visual effects artists, 
editors.  Be advised that getting a 
degree in film making is a very small 
step. not only will you continue to 
grow as a filmmaker, you will need 
an incredible amount of passion, 
drive, and energy. The film industry 
is incredibly competitive. along with 
talent, you’ll need to be proactive, 
connect with others, pursue every 
lead, and have a lot of stamina. a 
general word of advice: If you find 
that you love soaking up information 
in any field, don’t ignore that sign. As 
a kid, i loved reading about special and visual 
effects in movies. i’m not much of a reader, but 
I voraciously read books on filmmaking and 
magazines like American Cinematographer 
and Cinefex. 
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In today’s filmmaking climate, India’s 
independent cinema is getting its 
long-awaited due at film festivals 
and award ceremonies worldwide. 
Independent auteur Vasant Nath 
shines a light on the subject for us 
with a personal example of how the 
taste for English-scripts has changed 
in Mumbai.

IndIe  Fl Icks
wIth a desI 

t wIstVasant nath 
236 h, 1998

Towards the end of 2009, i wrote the 
first draft of a screenplay about a 
70-year old photographer who loses 
his memory. Slowly, his memories 
start returning, albeit selectively. a 
particularly strong memory is that 
of a woman whose photograph 
he took long ago, and he becomes 
obsessed with the idea of finding her. 
his wife - who knows nothing about 
this woman - decides to take him on 

this quest in their old ambassador 
car. Their journey holds a glass to 
their 40-year long marriage as they 
make discoveries that put it under 
all sorts of strain. it is a story that 
encourages questions about the 
nature of long-term relationships 
as well as about love, and how it 
matures. 

it is an english language feature 
film. Why? Because English is the 
language that comes most naturally 
to me. i feel that storytellers do 
best with stories that flow most 
naturally off their lips. That said, the 
whole industry will tell you to that 
you’re cutting your options down 
to a quarter because there’s such 
little financing available for English 
language films in India.  

in 2009, my script puzzled people 
in Mumbai. Junior-level studio, and 
production-house executives would 
read it and not know what to do with vasant in action on Sukrit’S SundayS
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it is nearing the end of 2014 as i write 
this. I have still not shot my film, but 
my producer and i have come a long 
way since 2009 when my english-
written story was baffling people in 
Mumbai. Mine is the first Indian film 
project to receive a development 
grant from the european Union. 
The script has become better and 
better under the curation of my very 
capable european partners, namely, 
a very capable script mentor from 
amsterdam - Marten rabarts. 
My partners and i have formed 
strong relationships with potential 
collaborators, both national and 
international, who will help make, 
distribute and exhibit the film when 
it’s made. we are now poised to 
attach a cast and to seek finance 
for the film, which will raise public 
money in Germany and France and 
seek matching funds in india. and 
mind you, all this with an english-
language, indie film. 
 
we have a generation of emerging 
filmmakers like myself in India who 
are hungry to tell newer stories 
without compromise. Films like Titli 
and LSD are definitely milestones 
in this trend. But it’s going to get 
better as filmmakers dig deeper and 
audiences become more discerning. 
we are witnessing the emergence 
of mechanisms which are making 
this sort of filmmaking possible. In 
india, there is only the nFdc, but 
institutions like rotterdam’s hubert 
Baal Fund and France’s cnc (cinema 
du Monde) have been giving money 

it. Nobody wanted to make films 
about old people. it did not tick any 
of the check-boxes at the time and 
it didn’t make economic sense to 
them. and so it lay around for about 
a year and a half. in this time, i did 
some odd script-doctoring jobs. i 
also wrote scripts on commission 
for other people. none of them 
have been made yet, but this is 
due rigmarole for a writer - indie or 
otherwise. 

Thereafter, in the summer of 2011, 
i was invited for a co-production 
workshop to be held at the locarno 
Film Festival in Switzerland, and 
was also selected to participate 
in a screenwriters’ lab organised 
by the national Film development 
corporation (nFdc).  There, i met a 
whole bunch of european producers, 
all of whom were interested in a 
co-production. a co-production 
is when two or three countries 
produce a film. It’s not like it hasn’t 
happened before in india, but recent 
years have seen a big surge in 
international co-productions. at the 
screenwriters’ lab, the script was 
mentored by a group of cutting-edge 
development professionals who 
honed its strengths and pared away 
its weaknesses. later in november, 
i took my new draft to the nFdc’s 
annual Film Bazaar event in Goa. i 
was reacquainted with one of the 
producers i had met previously in 
locarno. we signed an agreement. 
he came on as producer for my 
feature film.

to indian projects with international 
partners for years now. People 
watched The Lunchbox and saw in 
the credits that it was made with the 
collaboration of as many as five or 
six international partners. Producers 
and financiers are now aware that 
people will pay money to see such 
films. This collaboration becomes 
a sort of affirming trademark, like 
when you see the wreaths or leaves 
on dvd covers making you feel that 
it is worth watching.
 
So, as an independent filmmaker I 
say i live in interesting times. i am 
very optimistic that the floodgates 
will open soon and you as an 
audience will see a bevy of great new 
cinema. Go see amit Masurkar’s 
Sulemani Keeda which is in theatres 
at the time of writing this article. 
watch anup Singh’s Quissa when 
it comes out. chaitanya Tamhane’s 
Court has been very successful in 
the festival circuit and should get a 
release soon.

Vasant Nath is a filmmaker and 
screenwriter living and working in 
Mumbai.  He is currently casting 
and financing for his first feature 
film titled ‘Sebastian Wants to 
Remember’, which is a German-
Indo-French co-production.  It 
is also the first ever Indian film 
project to receive development 
money from the European Union. 
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P e b b l e
b e a c h
D r e a m s

everyone has a favourite nook of School - the music 
school, the main field and even a little home-cum-
shop on the wrong side of the Jaipur house wall called 
Praddu’s. But for me, it was a shed huddled together 
with some small buildings off a corner of the rose 
Bowl, housing arguably the school’s greatest treasure 
- a 1929 chevrolet Tourer. of course i am speaking 
of the Motor Mechanics shed and our beloved 
‘Junko’. The years spent in that shed tinkering with 
not only the Junko, but the various incarnations of 
our go-karts, a rajdoot motorcycle and in my last few 
years, Junko ii - a Standard herald, made quite an 
impression on me. even before i joined school, cars 
made up quite a bit of my life, but the opportunity 
to be near them, fiddle with them and learn about 
these mechanical beauties on campus simply fuelled 1902 whIte mOdel B steAm-POwered CAr

the ‘Best Of shOw’ wINNING 1954 ferrArI 375 mm

Siddhraj Singh is blessed with being something of vintage and classic car royalty, not least because of his father’s 
place in the firmament of grand cars in and outside India (Manvedra Singh Barwani). Having become an auto 
journalist, the Old Boy managed to get out to the world-renowned Pebble Beach Concours in California to feast his 
eyes and ears on the chrome and roars of some of the world’s most magnificent machines.

Siddhraj Singh
433 K, 2000
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my passion for automobiles further. it seems only 
natural that my professional life would revolve around 
automobiles. little did i know then that i would end 
up as an automotive journalist. i am sure none of my 
english teachers would have guessed it!

over the years i have had the privilege of going on some 
amazing automotive adventures, but most recently 
i made a pilgrimage to the mecca for all classic car 
enthusiasts – the Pebble Beach concours d’ elegance 
in Monterey, california. Pebble Beach is a name usually 
associated with golf, but one Sunday every august the 
18th hole of the famous course becomes one of the 
most exquisite parking lots in the world. The classic 
cars that are invited to participate not only have to be 
of a prominent make, but must feature special one-
off bodies too. needless to say, these are priceless 
creations and they are restored to conditions that 
challenge belief.

Pebble Beach is situated on the Monterey Peninsula, 
about two and a half hours south of San Francisco. 
The best way to reach Monterey, and the option i took, 
is to fly into San Francisco and motor down. The drive 
is a beautiful one if you take the famous california 1 
highway. It skirts the Pacific ocean, and you get some 

PIerCe-ArrOw tOurer fOr sAle At rm AuCtIONs

wonderful views all along, not to mention a whole bunch 
of super restaurants to stop at. during classic car week, 
Monterey gets very crowded with some 15,000 people 
estimated to visit Pebble Beach alone. Besides Pebble 
Beach, a number of other car shows and events are 
organised in the area including the famous classic car 
races at the nearby laguna Seca raceway, automobile 
fora, art events, and a number of multi-million dollar car 
auctions. The upside of the hubbub is that the roads 
become swamped with exotic cars, both new and 
classic. The Pebble Beach concours is the cherry on the 
cake, taking place on Sunday to end classic car week.
i arrived a few days early as my father Manvendra Singh 
Barwani - who is also on the judging panel for the Pebble 

1952 JAGuAr Xk120 lANd-sPeed reCOrd CAr

Beach concours - was to give a talk 
on classic cars in india at the Pebble 
Beach Forum. 

with a day to spare, we roamed 
around the Monterey area, viewing 
a few auctions. a number of 
records were broken over the week, 
including the most expensive car 
sold at auction ever - a 1963 Ferrari 
250GTo that went for a whopping 
$38 million!
But at Pebble Beach you expect this. 
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comedian Jay leno joked, “a mere millionaire can compete 
with a billionaire – and win.” and on Sunday morning, as 
dawn breaks, almost 200 cars start filtering out onto the 
hallowed fairway of the eponymous golf course, each more 
exquisite than the other. Those who took Motor Mechanics 
will remember the elbow grease we put into polishing the 
Junko. competitors at this concours take it to another level. 
They polish every spoke of their wire wheels, every vent of 
their drum brakes, and the engine compartments gleam as 
though they were made of marble and glass. There is not 
one drop of grease or oil to be seen anywhere. at this level 
of competition, no one takes any chances with shoddy work.

each year, a few cars, makes or models are highlighted and 
celebrated as part of that concours’ theme. This year, the 
Maserati centennial, american marque ruxton, the Ferrari 
250 Testa rossa, coachbuilders Fernandez et darrin, early 
steam cars and the 1914 French Grand Prix, amongst others, 
were brought into focus. one of the fantastic things about 
such a format is that you get quite a mix of cars on show 
and can get up-close and personal with a collection of cars 
that few museums could match. Many of the models shown 
are from luxury manufacturers that did not survive the Great 
depression of the 1930s. There are examples that show the 
height of opulence (a pair of his and hers hispano-Suiza 
cars built by american designer howard ‘dutch’ darrin for 
the rothschilds) and on others we see ingenuity – like a 
hand-pumping system on the 1914 Grand Prix cars. as these 
cars had no mechanical or electric fuel pump, the attending 
mechanic had to pressurise the fuel tank with a hand pump 
while riding it. he also had to keep topping up on engine oil, 
all while the car was being raced! and remember, there were 
no seatbelts or helmets at this time either!

While the field comprised some truly beautiful cars, a few 
caught my attention and in no particular order they are – a 
1952 Jaguar XK120 bubble-top car that norman dewis used 
to break the production car speed record (hitting 277.47 
kmph in 1953); a 1939 Talbot-lago T150c-SS Pourtout 
coupé, with a teardrop shaped body; the czech-built Tatra 

1957 ferrArI 250  testA rOssA
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A rOw Of ruXtON CArs IN OrIGINAl CANdy-
strIPe COlOur sCheme

the ‘Best Of shOw’ wINNING 1954 ferrArI 375 
mm Of fOrmer mICrOsOft PresedeNt JON 
shIrley

1934 hIsPANO-suIzA J12 
ferNANdez et dArrIN COuPe de VIlle

cars that were at the forefront of aerodynamic bodies 
featuring rear-mounted engines at the time; a 1936 horch 
853 cabriolet that was used by the German government and 
then confiscated by the American army after WWII. This last 
car was shown in the preservation class – which is made 
up of unrestored cars in original paint, upholstery and patina. 
and lastly the 1954 Ferrari 375 MM Scaglietti coupe originally 
built for Italian filmmaker Roberto Rossellini. This car won 
the coveted ‘Best of Show’ award - the first post-war era car 
to win Pebble Beach in its 64-year history.

i have had the good fortune of visiting a number of 
international classic cars shows as well as help organise 
the cartier concours in india, but Pebble Beach continues 
to surprise and fascinate me to another degree. i remember 
the times my father and i entered both the Statesman rally 
in delhi as well as the one in dehradun with the Junko, and it 
makes me hope that one day, i can return to Pebble Beach as 
a competitor with my own car.

Siddhraj Singh is an auto journalist who has written for 
AutoCar and AutoBild. He is busy helping organise the 
Cartier Concours 2015 to be held in New Delhi on March 
14th 2015.  This year, two new categories have been 
added, the ‘Picolo Fiat Class’ and the ‘Veteran Class’- for 
motorcycles from the dawn of motoring to 1930.
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Bawa Mohit Singh
172 h, 1997

ForwardLookingBack
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Bawa Mohit Singh presently works with Rishal 
Sawhney (139 K, 1997) at the newly opened 
Anahata Retreat in Ashvem, Goa. He recently quit 
Saatchi and Saatchi Delhi and clicks stellar photos 
on his many journeys. 
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I distinctly remember my first 
encounter with Mohit at welham. 
we were in Toad hall together in 
our second year (so i guess it must 
have been around 1966), and we 
were expected to have a clean white 
handkerchief in our breast pockets 
at all times to attend to sniffly noses. 
we lined up for a brief inspection each 
morning where we would pull out our 
handkerchiefs for monitors to see.
i had forgotten my handkerchief that 
morning, so i came up with the bright 
idea of pulling my shirt pocket inside-
out instead, flashing the cloth briefly. 
Mohit, standing next to me decided 
that i was a clever chap and followed 
suit. we both learned that morning 
that the insides of shirt pockets don’t 
look anything like handkerchiefs.
and so we became friends. we 
became virtually inseparable at 

r E m E m B E r I n g m o H IT 
w H I g ,  s a LuT I ng  B I L L 
s o w ry
AruN ‘sPy’ kumAr  
99 k, 1976 

welham: Tintin, Billy Bunter and the 
Famous Five gave us plenty to talk 
about each day as we planned our own 
improbable adventures.
at Foot house i acquired the nickname 
‘Spy’ and Mohit alone knew the reason 
why. That was in 1971: the year of war, 
when we covered our windows with black 
paper and heard sirens at odd hours when 
some boys became silent as they realized  
that their fathers were on the front lines. 
Fortunately, the war was soon over, and 
Mohit’s father, Brigadier Ml whig, won a 
Maha vir chakra for valour making Mohit 
proud as anyone i knew!
Mohit himself was predestined for a 
career in the army; i never knew of him 
having any other interest or career goal 
in his life. he was determined to join the 
Gurkhas because it was his father’s old 
regiment, and his mother was nepali. his 
favourite toys as a child were tanks. i had 
to take my lead entirely from him when we 
played at soldiers, for the army was alien 
to me despite the endless convoys along 
the Mall road.
Mohit knew every type of military vehicle, 
and would point out the distinctions 
between different units. That was an 
essential part of his charm - his endless 
amiability made him the easiest friend to 
have.
we were in different houses; i, in Kashmir 
and he, in Jaipur. due to differing class 
schedules, we saw less of each other in 
our later years at doon. Still, we enjoyed 
our mid-terms together a great deal. one 
year Mohit suggested a cycling trip to 
chandigarh because he knew his father 
was going to be visiting the cantonment 
there. Shacking up with the old man 
meant we could save money on food 
and lodging and use the cash for more 

nefarious purposes.
we arrived late in chandigarh, after 
having cycled down from Simla, and 
we probably looked and smelled like 
tramps. We found the officers’ guest 
house, rang the door bell, and walked 
straight into a full-dress mess party, 
with dozens of junior officers standing 
around very stiffly with drinks in their 
hands. Mohit’s father was charming 
and gracious, if somewhat startled to 
see us. i don’t think Mohit had actually 
shared his mid-term plans with the 
Brigadier. luckily, he invited us to wash 
up and change before joining the rest of 
the party.
after doon, Mohit went on to the 
national defence academy and was 
eventually commissioned into the 
2/5 Gurkha rifles — his father’s old 
regiment. he saw an extraordinary 
amount of action as a young officer: in 
Sri lanka; on the chinese border; in the 
north-east, where he survived hand-to-
hand combat in the jungles, and where 
insurgents eventually put a price on his 
head leading to the army pulling him out 
of the sector; and in Kashmir where he 
undertook several tours of duty.
i had a more mundane life: i moved to 
the US in 1980 and gradually lost touch 
with Mohit until he tracked me down to 
let me know he was getting married. at 
that time Mohit was adc to old General 
Billimoria (another dosco!) and the 
General made sure the wedding was 
conducted in grand army style. Mohit 
married Tina, a lovely, charming lady 
who also came from a military family, 
and we celebrated what was surely the 
start of a great life together!
as Mohit’s career progressed, he 
attended the defense Services Staff 
college in wellington, Tamil nadu, 
where he met an up-and-coming officer 
from australia, Bill Sowry. Bill was sent 
to india for training in humanitarian and 
peacekeeping missions — part of a long 
tradition between the two countries. 
Bill’s course at wellington was soon 

mOhIt ANd BIll
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over, and he returned to australia, but 
as he says: “you can take the man out 
of india, but you can’t take india out of 
the man.”
Mohit was appointed Brigade Major 
upon completing his course and was 
posted again for front-line service in 
Kashmir. while he was there, tragedy 
struck: insurgents fed them false 
information that led to his unit being 
sent directly into an ambush.
Mohit was never one to lead from 
behind and he was in the jonga at the 
head of his company. a hidden roadside 
ied (improvised explosive device) 
detonated, and Mohit and many others 
were killed. This was 1997, long before 
the word ied became commonplace, 
and long before army vehicles were 
properly armoured.
Mohit left behind his wife Tina, and two 
sons: Zorawar who went on to become 
a dosco, and Fateh who was born with 
spina bifida, a congenital disorder that 
left him unable to care for himself. 
Fateh was just a few months old when 
his father died.
i heard of Mohit’s death through the 
dosco grapevine of course, but living 
10,000 miles away there didn’t seem to 
be much i could do other than offer my 
condolences. Bill heard too, through a 
letter from Tina, and like his classmates 

felt the loss of a great friend and a true 
comrade in arms, deeply.
Tina was brave and strong: she too came 
from a long line of soldiers, and she 
knew well that the army life carried with 
it unique risks and demanded special 
sacrifices. But life was tough raising 
Zo and Fateh on a widow’s pension, 
especially since Fateh’s constant care 
prevented her from taking up a full-time 
job.
a couple of years ago, Bill managed to 
look up Zorawar using Facebook, and 
thereby re-established contact with Tina. 
Fateh had grown up too, and was now 
coming to a more challenging phase in 
his life, where he needed to learn how to 
look after himself more independently 
and transition into maturity.
Fateh has received very good medical 
treatment in india, but there is no cure 
for spina bifida, and the need now is for 
Fateh’s rehabilitation, where he might 
learn to be more independent. This 
sort of treatment, unfortunately, is not 
available in india — but it is available in 
australia, albeit at a considerable cost. 
and this is where the story becomes 
truly wonderful! Bill Sowry, who had 
known Mohit whig for only a year, nearly 
two decades ago, decided to raise the 
money needed for Fateh’s rehabilitation 
in australia. The sums involved were 
significant: £25,000-30,000 so Bill knew 
he had to do something special in 
order to get attention in a world that is 
crowded with appeals.
Bill pledged to do at least four pushups 
for every kilometre of the Tour de France 
race, on every day the race was run! 
This would ultimately amount to nearly 
16,000 pushups, with some gruelling 
days demanding over a thousand push 
ups! And, he had to find the time to 
do this while serving as the australian 
defense attache in london.
Bill’s friendship with Mohit had 
developed outside dosco circles, 
naturally, so many of us had no idea 
of what he was up to. i learned about 

Bill’s campaign thanks to an email from 
Bhrigu Bir Singh (492 J, 1976). 
i was dismayed to learn of Tina’s 
predicament, and amazed that an 
australian Brigadier, as old as the 
rest of us but clearly far more fit and 
determined, would commit to such an 
undertaking. and, frankly, i felt ashamed 
as a dosco that i had lost touch with 
someone who had been so close to 
me, and that i had not done something 
sooner to help.
The past four weeks have been hectic. 
The class of 1976 has rallied around the 
cause and Shiv Kunal ‘Fauji’ verma (182 
h, 1976) in particular, has been very 
effective in getting publicity for Bill’s 
cause. we have deluged our friends, 
social networks and business networks 
with emails to raise awareness and 
funds, and as i write this today Bill is 
inching ever closer to his goal. you 
may have already seen some of Fauji’s 
efforts to get press coverage for Bill!
This story does not have to end with 
Fateh’s rehab: Bill is inspiring us to create 
a more lasting solution to the problems 
faced by ex-servicemen in india by 
creating an annual giving campaign. The 
problems faced by widows of jawans is 
particularly acute in rural areas, where 
they are frequently denied pensions 
due to bureaucratic mismanagement, 
or worse yet, misappropriations by 
malevolent in-laws. Fauji, who has 
become a specialist in all matters fauji, 
knows this well and has been looking 
at creating solutions for the past few 
years.
it’s very early days yet for creating this 
more fitting memorial for Mohit and all 
the other doscos who have served for 
the rest of us, but if you would like to 
help, please get in touch with Fauji at 
shivkunalverma@gmail.com, or me at 
arun@kerika.com.
Saluting Brigadier Bill Sowry, honorary 
Member of the class of 1976 and 
exemplar of Foot’s aristocracy of 
service.

fAteh whIG
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it is as simple as an aussie gets sent to wellington and is lucky enough to have Mohit appointed as his sponsor 
officer. Mohit said a little later that he had tried to avoid it as he didn’t really want the extra work. I didn’t cause him 
too much distress. Mohit helped me through the nuance of a new army and the indian way of doing business. 

huffinG and puffinG
BIll sOwry

he knew what counted and the fact 
that he was selected as a Brigade 
Major upon completion, confirmed 
my assessment that he was going 
places. 

we only really knew each other for a 
year but he was easy-going, as i like 
to think i am too and we both had a 
certain sense of mischievousness. 
Perhaps that is why we hit it off.

Both our wives arrived at wellington 
pregnant so we had our first children 
within months of each other. i was 
one of five children whereas Mohit 
was an only child. he had gone 
from home to boarding school, the 
nda, and then the chinese border 
or Kashmir, living the life of a man 
among men.

l tO r: BIll sOwry, tINA whIG, kAth sOwry, mOhIt whIG

the sOwrys , tINA whIG, fAmIly ANd frIeNds.
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as you do you wish each other 
well when these courses finish 
and we did that. Both had babies 
and eager grandparents to see 
them. we wrote to each other for 
a while but life takes over. Then i 
got a letter from Tina explaining 
Mohit’s death. i think she was still 
in shock then, to tell the truth. She 
is the daughter of a soldier from 
a long line of soldiers so she is 
very accepting of her fate. it was 
dreadful to think of him gone so 
young. 

The rest of world had yet to 
discover ieds yet but india knew 
them well. Strangely i spent my 
next job working to bring a new 
armoured vehicle into service in 
our army and it’s saved countless 
lives because of its protection 
from the type of bomb that killed 
Mohit. i think as an engineer i 
understood the danger and i 
have worked hard to make sure 
our own troops don’t share the 
same fate. The death of a friend 
focuses the mind.

Tina told me then that Fateh 
was not well but years later i 
thought I would try to find her. 
i saw Zorawar was from doon 
on Facebook, so knew i had 
the right young man. last year 
she said she needed help to get 
Fateh some special treatment. it 
took me a while to get in touch 
with hospitals but we worked 
out the right one and estimated 
costs for treatment, travel, 
accommodation, living expenses 
and the like. 
The idea was the hard bit along 
with finding time in a pretty hectic 
life as an attaché. eventually i 
thought of push ups for Fateh or 

PUFF. Picking a number was hard but four per km of the Tour de France was 
big enough for most to say i had set a big task. Part way through, i questioned 
my own sanity when i was doing a thousand in one day! 

i trusted my own network and i am a believer in what goes around comes 
around. i have always tried to be helpful where i can be and i guess some 
people recognised that. Through Facebook, linkedin and my own work emails 
i sent out the message. My son made a short video for youTube and with 
the help of arun and company in india, it went from 400 hits to 23,000 hits 
in one weekend. ndTv, Zee Tv and BBc hindi as well as Saikat datta at The 
hindustan Times each made a huge difference.

as we went along we realised more could come from this. Maybe we could 
make this an annual event where indians could do a few push-ups over a week 
to raise money for the families of the fallen so scholarships could be awarded, 
sick children or widows could be given medical support to make their lives 
better. let’s face it. if each soldier raised just 100 rupees each year, that is 
almost a million pounds. That can buy a lot! i think there is much we can do 
and if Mohit has inspired all this, what better memorial could he have for him?

Bill Sowry is Head of Australian Defence Staff London, and Defence Attache to 
the Netherlands and Ireland.

l tO r: tINA whIG, AruN kumAr, mOhIt whIG, BrIG. ml whIG mVC
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I  wa s  no  ‘ M ao I s t I d e o lo g’
Kobad Ghandy
359 h, 1963

My activities could be divided into 
two spheres. First, working and 
living amongst the poor, primarily 
the dalits and unorganized workers 
of Maharashtra for three decades. 
Second, work in the field of analysis and 
writings — mostly articles and some 
books. The primary sphere of analysis/
writings have been two-fold — dalit/
caste question and economic issues 
(both indian and world economies).”
 
Barely six months after my return 
from the UK in 1972, the dalit Panther 
Movement (dPM) broke out in Bombay. 
coincidentally its epicentre was at worli, 
where i was staying at my parents’ flat. 
By then i had already begun working 
in a slum at worli naka (Mayanagar, 
adjoining the coca cola factory), which 
happened to be dalit.
having just encountered racism and 
having read the writings of the Black 
Panther leaders (on which the dPM was 
modelled), i was naturally drawn to the 
dPM. i had already been introduced to 
the horrors of untouchability (far worse 
than racism) by the youth of Mayanagar 
while organizing them against 
slumlords for better living conditions. 
when a veritable four-month war broke 
out between the dalit youth, the Shiv 
Sena and police in the worli Bdd chawl 
area, i became involved. Though the 
movement soon died down, it resulted 
in an enormous leap in self-assertion of 
dalits, particularly in Maharashtra.

Since then, a major part of my activism 
has been amongst dalits, though i was 
also active amongst the working class 
in Maharashtra. in this, my late wife, 
anuradha, played an even larger role.

while in Bombay, besides Mayanagar, 
we worked in other dalit bastis as 
well. issues mostly revolved around 
improving living conditions — like 
toilets, water, electricity, drainage, etc. 
after moving to nagpur in 1982 we 
stayed and worked amongst the youth 
of indora — which is said to be the 
biggest dalit basti in Maharashtra. we 

also worked amongst the beedi workers 
in rural Bhandara, all of whom are 
dalits. The latter were paid a pittance by 
contractors for rolling beedis and lived 
in acute poverty, being landless. They 
also faced social discrimination.

Besides the dPM, we also, in some 
way or other, participated in the three 
major dalit movements that shook 
Maharashtra in the 1980s and 1990s: 
the namantar movement (to name 
Marathwada University as ambedkar 
University); the movement against the 
banning of ambedkar’s pioneering 
work, Riddles in Hinduism; and the mass 
upsurge against the killing of 11 dalits 
at ramabainagar (chembur), after 
miscreants put a garland of chappals 
on ambedkar’s statue. Besides this, we 
participated in many a working class 
movement of unorganized labour.

now, if we turn to my writings, i was 
no “Maoist ideolog” (those who write 
on the problems of the movement) as 
made out by the media, but a critical 
analyst, writing on caste and economic 
issues; no doubt, using a Marxist/
Maoist approach.

anuradha and i had written detailed 
articles on the caste/dalit question, 
initiated by a major article in Sharad 
Patil’s Marathi magazine, Satyashodhak 
Marxwad (from dhulia) in 1978. in this 
we analytically stated that thorough 
democratization of india is impossible 
as long as caste superiority and 
untouchability continue to dominate its 
mindset. an entire thesis on the issue by 
anuradha was released posthumously 
a few years ago, by an ex-chief justice 
of the delhi high court.

on economics, i have written articles for 
over three decades on agrarian analysis; 
financialization of the Indian and world 
economies; budget analyses; the market 
in india; banking and its crisis and path 
for inclusive development, etc. i have 
also done numerous socio-economic 
studies like backwardness of vidarbha, 

developmental work by naxalites in 
Bastar (till 1998), rural distress, and 
suicides by farmers. in 2004, i wrote a 
book on the ills of the indian economy, 
and proposed a way forward. in 2009, 
just prior to my arrest, a book on the 
2008 world financial meltdown was 
published. all these writings are in the 
public domain.

now, could any of these be said to be 
seditious [though no such charge has 
been put, the UaPa (Unlawful activities 
Prevention act) amounts to that] or 
activities against the country’s interest 
that should entail such incarceration? 
rather than imprison me, why do they 
not discuss these issues? let us hope 
the new government sees more sense. 
also, under the constitution, they have 
powers to release those above 65 years.

This story by Kobad Ghandy has been 
reprinted from Parsiana.com with 
permission from Jehangir R Patel, editor 
of the publication.

kOBAd IN hIs yOuNGer dAys
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L E T T E r s  f r o m  T I H a r

december 19th 2014

Thank you for your new year greetings 
card. also, wish the same to you. But it 
does not augur too well for the future. 
Both europe and Japan have gone into 
recession in the last quarter. russia's 
rouble is crashing, and so are world 
commodity prices. crude oil dropped 
from 100 dollars a barrel to 60 dollars a 
barrel. all agricultural commodity prices 
have shown a downward trend. These 
are signs of a big meltdown. even 
china's economy is slowing. india's iiP 
(index of industrial production) fell four 
percent in october, and the rupee, eight 
percent in a quarter. well anyway let’s 
see what's in store for us in the new 
year.

at the last hearing, as the lawyers 
were on strike, no one turned up. But 
three witnesses were there making 
some statements. do not know if the 
judge disposed of them. Then he gave 
January 8th as the new date...

now the cold is well and truly on. The 
cells are very cold, so i try and stay 
as long as possible in the sun. due to 
restrictions this is not easy. Somehow, 
this year, feeling the cold a bit more. 
hopefully, it will be the last winter in 
Tihar.

Just met a life convict in jail. he showed 
me some acupressure points for my 
spondylitis and slip disc. whenever he 
goes out on furlough or parole he takes 
a bag of his certificates and approaches 
schools, saying who he is and what he 
did wrong and how students should 
go on the correct path. on this parole 
of 21 days he managed to address 

accused of coordInatIng naxalIte actIvIty In tamIl nadu, karnataka, kerala and maharasthra, kobad 
ghandy (359 h, 1963) has been languIshIng In tIhar JaIl sInce 2009. InsPIte of rePeated court hearIngs, 
no verdIct has been reached. hIs classmate gautam vohra (154 h, 1963) has been In constant touch 
wIth hIm, sendIng the rose bowl letters between them. 

13 schools many of which gave him a 
certificate. Nice sincere sort of fellow. 
He has already finished 13 years in jail. 

here, a large number of prisoners are 
in for personal fights, which may result 
in 302 or 307 charges. as they cannot 
get proper legal advice or help they 
get lengthy sentences while most real 
criminals get off the hook as they know 
(and have the ability) to get around the 
judiciary. Such people should be made 
to do community service. The judiciary 
seems totally faceless, going by the 
book rather than a social approach. 
Few judges have the human touch. of 
course, my earlier judge (Tis hazari) did; 
so does the present one. let's see.

The problem with the left economists 
like Prabhat Patnaik, Jayati Ghosh and 
others is that though they have a better 
analysis of the economy they have no 
suggestions for an effective solution, 
except the same routine stuff juggled 
around a bit - not even what the latin 
americans are attempting.

once again a happy new year to you and 
all our dosco friends. looking forward 
to the day of meeting you all.

regards,

january 7th, 2015
here, with the cold i have some serious 
health problems. on december 19th 
my pulse rate dropped so low that they 
put me on oxygen and sent me in an 
ambulance to deen dayal Upadhaya 
hospital. now i am under treatment 
from GB Pant (where i have been 
going earlier). Besides that, my urinary 
problem has turned acute. a doctor 
feels it is diabetes insipidious, which 
basically means a lack of the hormone 
that absorbs water.  But concrete 
determination of this and its treatment/
administration (as per a note sent by my 
sister) requires hospitalization. here, 
they are reluctant to act.

What is even worse, I have some definite 
information that they plan to transfer 
me yet again. The talk seems to be that 
the authorities here do not want to take 
the responsibility if anything serious 
happens to me. So the pretext is they 
will send me to Jail 3 which has the 
hospital. But that is meaningless as it 
all depends on the doctor/SMo present 
in the hospital (whichever jail it is). and 
as for the "hospital", it is filthy and more 
likely to make one more ill. But this time 
i will have to resist as it is inhuman to 
transfer me in this health condition and 
in this freezing cold

regards,
 

kOBAd IN tIhAr JAIl
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london, december 2014

in a corner of my cupboard in 
north london, rests the old 
school tie that i used to wear. 
it hangs as a reminder of an 
idyllic past that continues to 
retain and exert a pull on my 
life in subtle ways. outside, 
the early morning frost hasn’t 
worn off. i sip my weekend 
tea – my chhota hazri – 
and ruminate on the myriad 
strands for this reverie. 

Understandably, many large 
families tend to develop 
their own narrative; their 
own vocabulary of special 
meaning, customs and rituals 
which gives them the feeling 
of a closed circle of kinship. 
Mine is no different. we’re 
shaped by a degree of self-
possession, independence 
and malleability that 
mutates across generations 
– qualities that somehow 
we’ve denudedly convinced 
ourselves that we’ve got a 
unique claim to. and many 
of us have been shaped by 
an education at doon. at the 
last count, with my father, 
his five cousins, both my 
siblings and me who went to 
doon, we could nearly line up 
a cricket team of ex-doscos 
by ourselves – i chuckle at 
the thought.
If we had to field a team, the 
honour of leading the troops 
to the pitch might inevitably 
fall to my father dilip (96 

B Lo o d L I n E
rIshABh BhANdArI
238 t, 1998

surprise to learn that underneath his sanguine 
disposition lay a varying propensity for covert 
mischief.  all this gave me the feeling of a 
deeper affinity with him which manifested itself 
in innocent ways – the pleasure of watching 
wimbledon on television with him, secure in the 
secret knowledge that he’d played the game too. 
i felt then that i’d gained access to an aspect 
of his persona that was mine alone to stumble 
upon and cherish.  
 
doubtless, my brothers have their own tales to 
tell too. The three of us never overlapped – i left 
School the year that raghav (269 T, 2004) joined 
the institution. Vasav (517 T, 2000) benefited (or 
suffered) from having an elder brother in situ– 
and in turn dished out the same privilege to 
raghav. ‘he’s too busy in his own life and has 
no time to speak to me!’ complained the little 
fellow about Vasav, in a stinging first-term letter 
to my parents that has all of us squealing with 
laughter even today. The broader truth is that 
the three of us share an enhanced bond as a 
consequence of experiencing this collective rite 
of passage.

Some questions persist though: what prompted 
my father and his cousins to be sent to doon? 
who recommended an institution that was 

T, 1971) – who could reprise his 
cricketing captaincy from School. 
in a few weeks, my siblings and 
i (together with the extended 
clan), will convene for our annual 
gathering of the bloodline in 
indore. This time it’s for dad’s 60th 
which gives it a special context for 
us. 
i think back, nearly a quarter-
century to a moment where my 
heart bubbled with pride as a 
newly arrived ‘e-former’ upon 
seeing my father’s name etched 
on the School and Tata house 
honour boards (with distinction).  
More to the point, i clearly 
remember poring over old copies 
of the weekly from his era to read 
Mr vohra’s summary of matches 
where dad had played his part. 
Even now, I can recall the fierce 
tug of warmth felt at reading a 
summary of an away match at 
yPS Patiala where dad’s looping 
off-spinners yielded him an eight-
wicket haul that ultimately helped 
decimate the opposition. More 
than that, as i conducted my 
foray into excavating my father’s 
school life, what came through 
was the rather novel sensation of 
discovering him as a boy. 

I was elated to find out that he’d 
got his Games Blazer, and was 
somewhat stupefied to learn that 
he was terribly good at math and 
science (i was awful at them both, 
which explains a career in law) 
and frankly, rather gobsmacked to 
learn that he played the sitar too! 
other stories and escapades were 
uncovered as well. imagine my 

dIlIP BhANdArI: tOP rOw, fOurth frOm left
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importantly, it is also about the 
women who played their instrumental 
part in this narrative. with my wife’s 
support, as we start the process of 
registering our son at School even 
before he can read or write (just as i 
was registered several decades ago), 
i hark to my mother, my grandmother 
and her sister-in-law - determined and 
iron-willed ladies willing to let their 
children go far away for their greater 
good. consequently, the School has 
morphed into more than just an 
institution for us: it has become an 
extension of our bloodline.

a considerable distance away 
from their home? in comparison, 
the daly college, indore with its 
magnificent estate was just down 
the road! even Mayo college 
would have been closer. 
The answers would appear to 
be bundled up within my familial 
temperament and ideology. no 
disrespect intended to daly, 
Mayo, aitchison college lahore 
or rajkumar college rajkot but 
historically these were dubbed 
as ‘chiefs colleges’ – institutions 
that were specifically designed to 
educate princelings and nourish 

a deferential attitude to the imperial 
administration. My grandfather – who 
attended Daly College – confirms that 
with the exception of him and another 
pupil who were ‘commoners’, the other 
students in his day were disinterested 
princelings. 

doon intended to offer a fresh start 
to a generation of free-thinking 
independent indians. its doors were 
open to all indians – and not just the 
princely elite.  That chimed with my 
familial ethos and so began a tradition 
that has endured. This foundational 
vision of doon – and its status as an 
upstart democratic counterpoint to its 
more established and feudal rivals - 
tends to be so easily forgotten today. 
But it is a powerful narrative grounded 
in a reality more than myth that needs 
constant re-telling.

i often thought about this aspect of the 
School’s heritage with a great deal of 
pride – and still do so today. what did 
i really learn there in my time? From 
my perspective, the most powerful 
lesson i gleaned from my seven years 
in chandbagh was that aspiration has 
no ceiling: knowledge is light, so to 
speak.

Staying with the personal, i’ve also 
often thought that the story of my 
family’s association with doon is 
not just a story about men. equally 

Rishabh Bhandari is a Senior 
Counsel at Wells Fargo Bank in 
London. He is also a political 
commentator whose op-eds 
have appeared in a number of 
publications, including the Times 
of India, the Indian Express and 
Mint. Other interests include a love 
for cricket, single malts and crime 
fiction.

rAGhAV BhANdArI: mIddle rOw fOurth frOm left
rIshABh BhANdArI: seAted, seCONd frOm rIGht
VAsAV BhANdArI: seCONd rOw, thIrd frOm left
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in  2015 rOOPAk sAluJA 
458 tB, 1993 

I m P o rTa nT T H I ngs
a B o u T a dv E rT I s I ng

f I v E

the fIrst rule Of AdVertIsING- 
dON’t AdVertIse! 
This sums up where the industry 
is headed these days. with the 
incessant bombardment of 
messages we urban folk experience 
(estimates range from 5,000 - 
20,000 a day) it’s obvious that the 
average person can only take in so 
much. So a decade or more ago, 
brands got smart. Branded content 
started to emerge in the form of Tv 
shows, online video, advertorials, 
even film. And today the mantra 
is simple: don’t bore people into 
buying your brand! inform, educate 
or entertain them and they will love 
you. you may even weave in some 
subtle brand messaging if you’re 
lucky. For the uninitiated, it’s called 
‘content marketing’. advertising is 
telling the world you’re a rockstar, 
‘content marketing’ is showing them 
you are one.

The toy industry seems to have 
mastered the branded content game. 
Their model is pretty simple. hook 
kids in with a blockbuster film with 
a compelling narrative and loveable 
characters and reap the benefits 

the campaign is out the door, it’s 
battle stations at the agency.

i’m sure you are familiar with the 
old Spice Man (Milind Soman 
tried to emulate the hilarity of his 
US counterpart in india – ed.) 
recognized for doing the amazing 
job of rejuvenating a male grooming 
brand on the decline. Meant for 
middle-aged fathers, the campaign 
brought old Spice back into the 
bathrooms of young males across 
america. The original ad ran during 
the 2010 Superbowl and quickly 
became a sharing sensation online. 
realizing they were onto something, 
the agency, wieden + Kennedy, 
took it to the next level. They gave 
the campaign new life online by 
inviting audiences to participate 
on social platforms with the old 
Spice Man. People asked questions 
and he would respond in under 30 
minutes on youTube. That’s real-
time marketing at its best. 

in toy and merchandise sales for a 
long time to come. whether it’s The 
lego Movie, Transformers or any of 
the dozens of Disney films, they’re 
all just vehicles for merchandise.

It BeGINs wheN It eNds 
it used to be that you’d get briefed 
by the client, come up with a great, 
mediocre or pathetic idea and work 
your butt off to execute it in time 
for a launch. The campaign would 
release on Tv, print, outdoor, radio or 
all of the above; you’d heave a sigh 
of relief, have a few drinks with your 
colleagues and come in to work 
the next day to move on to the next 
thing. 
God, that’s so 2002! no more.

now all the action begins where it 
previously ended. Social media plays 
such a huge role in our lives that no 
major brand exists on the planet 
without a serious digital strategy. 
Facebook, Twitter, youTube and all 
the other suspects (even whatsapp) 
are used to amplify campaigns, 
create buzz and engagement, get 
feedback and even seal the deal 
(read ‘induce purchase’). So once 

H O T  S H O T S
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sO mANy sCreeNs, sO lIttle tIme
we’re living in the era of the four 
screen paradigm: Tv, desktop, 
tablet and mobile. i’ll skip the tablet 
because i’m beginning to lose sight 
of the difference between phones 
and tablet (just hold the iPhone 
6+ and the iPad Mini side-by-side 
to see what i’m talking about). 
But the mobile is a very special 
little thing. never before has a 
device (pacemakers aside) been 
so surgically attached to people. a 
harvard study says 68 percent of 
mobile usage happens in-home, 
which means it’s not just about 
mobility, it’s about convenience. Go 
on, admit it, how many of us don’t 
love to use our phones on the pot?

Smart marketing in 2015 is about 
creating immersive experiences 
that leverage each device according 
to behaviour. if you really want to 
push the envelope, you can throw in 
an additional device to up the ante, 
like nike did with the Fuelband.

Perhaps the most brilliant mobile 
campaign i’ve come across is 
one from Unilever, india’s largest 
marketer by volume, value, reach 
and budget. They were faced with 
the problem of connecting with 
potential consumers in pockets 
of rural Bihar and Jharkhand that 
are known to be ‘media-dark’. So a 
little over a year ago, they decided 
to create their own media called 
Kaan Khajura Tesan. By giving a 
missed call to a number, mobile 
users got a call back giving them 
fifteen minute segments of music 
and other entertainment on their 
phones. in exchange, all they had 
to do was bear with a few ads and 
brand messages. it continues to 
be a roaring success with lakhs of 
people calling in several times a day 
leading to tremendous incremental 
sales for Unilever.

now also feel more positively about 
my brand.

fAIl fAst. IterAte.
The digital space is fluid. Production 
costs are low and everything’s 
changing so fast that the shelf-
life of most content is pretty short. 
The digital world and everything 
influenced by it gives us permission 
for experimentation. not everything 
has to work. if you think it might 
work, go ahead and try. if it doesn’t 
work then no big deal. Try something 
else!

Take youTube content as an 
example. Single channel creators 
and multi-channel networks are 
behind most of what you see there, 
that you can’t see elsewhere. Unlike 
the costly development process of 
big budget cinema and television, 
on youTube there’s very little that 
doesn’t see the light of day. if 
something fails, kill it. or maybe 
tweak it and see what happens. 
one of the big plusses of digital is 
that it gives you feedback. There’s a 
good chance you’ll be able to figure 
where you went wrong and it’s quite 
possible you’ll be good to go again 
with a few tweaks.

Blurred lINes
convergence is in, purism is out. 
innovation happens with the 
mixing of ideas at the nexus of 
disciplines just as new art forms 
and musical genres result from the 
mélange of two or more existing 
ones. communications is going 
through very exciting times with the 
influence of technology. Throw in 
entertainment and you’ve got a beast 
that’s a classification challenge.

My personal favourite example 
that transcends communications, 
marketing, product, engagement 
strategy, technology, movement 
and more, is the nike Fuelband. 
conceptualized by rGa, the Fuel 
band that uses the nike Plus 
platform, basically evolved nike 
from sports gear company to tech 
company by game-ifying fitness 
and making it social. i’m a big fan 
personally and it succeeded in 
creating in me as much brand love 
for nike as i have for apple.

My company, The 120 Media 
collective, is a multi-platform 
content company that’s pushing 
the boundaries and blurring the 
lines between communications, 
entertainment and technology. 
Together with its subsidiaries, 
Bang Bang Films and Jack in the 
Box worldwide, we produce Tv 
commercials and handle digital 
marketing for several large brands 
and create, distribute, monetize, 
promote and create engagement 
around content. Bang Bang Films is 
now india’s largest Tv commercials 
production company.

See what i did there? i just turned 
my rose Bowl article into branded 
content. hopefully, you’ve found this 
somewhat informative, educational 
or entertaining and thanks to the 
little brand plug i’ve slipped in, you 

Roopak Saluja is a Bombay-based 
media entrepreneur and angel 
investor.  While working at ad 
agencies, Young & Rubicam in 
Budapest and Ogilvy & Mather in 
Paris, he was also a professional 
trance DJ and ran a European label 
that he co-founded called Procyon 
records.  An MBA at INSEAD later, 
he moved to Bombay in 2005 
to found and run the 120 Media 
Collective. Follow him on Twitter 
@roopaksaluja and contacted at 
roopak@the120mediacollective.
com
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